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World Mourns Mao
By Henry Reske
Sun Staff Writer
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Trie death of Mao Tse-tung last week marked the end of
an era in the Chinese people's struggle for liberation.
For 27 years the Chinese Communist Party chairman
had led his people through tumultuous times of struggle
and deprivation-when just surviving as a nation was a goal
to China's present position as a major world force.
Mao established the Chinese People's Republic, a nation
of one-fourth of the world's population, and such leaders
simply cannot be replaced.
"A strong person will eventually emerge in China, but a
founding father is never replaced," Prof. Mike Oksenberg, an
associate of the University of
Michigan Center for Chinese
Studies, member of the UM Political Science department and expert China watcher, said last
week.
"You do not replace a Washington or a Mao."

Mao, 82, died in Peking at
12:10a.m. Thursday, September
9 after suffering failing health
for the past few years. Chinese
officials have not released the
cause of Mao's death but medical experts, after viewing films
of Mao, have said that he was
suffering from Parkinson's disease.
Although the particulars of
his death are as scarce as details
of the political infighting that
has been going on since the on-

Seafarer
Michigan's Upper Peninsula
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Michael
Henderson
Detroit's
favorite young
bassist shoots for the top of
the charts...... Kulchur, p. 9

Ford
Strike
Likely
Contract negotiations were
continuing between the UAW
and Ford Motor Company at
press time and a settlement appeared unlikely before the midnight Tuesday strike deadline.
United Auto Workers president Leonard Woodcock said
Sunday that he was "very pessimistic" about a settlement before the deadline, noting that
(continued on page 20)

set of Mao's illness and the Jan»
uary death of Premier Chou EnLai, Mao's early life and his part
in the struggle to free China
from foreign control are well
known.
Born in the waning days of
the Chinese Manchu dynasty on
December 26, 1893 in the village of Shaoshan in Hunan Province, Mao grew up to see China
ripped by civil strife, poverty
and the ever-reaching tentacles
of western and eastern imperialism.
Just 10 years after the monarchy was overthrown by the
(continued on page 6}
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Budget Cuts,Violence
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City Editor

The Detroit ^Board of Education has been placed squarely between a rock and a hard place by
the State Department of Instruction.
The department has ordered
the school board to restore the
cuts in school programs made this
fall due to a shortage of funds and
the loss of its bid for a millage increase in the August primary.
School officials say they must
obey that order, but they must
also abide by the state law which
mandates that the school system
must operate on a balanced budget.
To make matters worse, on the
heels of that order to restore the
cutbacks ten or more junior and

senior high schools were hit last
Friday with spontaneous acts of
violence.
Due to the geographic areas
where the disruptions occurred almost simultaneously, spanning the
far east side to the far west side,
it is strongly believed that the attacks were planned.
The violence began at Osborne
High School, on the city's northeast side, where two students were
stabbed in attempts to stop a
group of youths from hassling
other students on the school
grounds.
The fight had reportedly erupted over a wallet and a jacket.
A 16-year-old was arrested after
other students identified him as

the assailant.
Other-reportedly minor disruptions soon spread to schools across
the city.
Included among them were
Northeastern and Kettering High
Schools on the east side; Southwestern, Cass Tech and Cooley
High Schools on the west side;
and Cleveland. Jackson, Foch and
Jefferson junior highs.
A police report later revealed
that a 15-year-old lad had been
shot in the back of tTie head Monday, shortly after 11 a.m., in front
of Western High School.
Western was not one of the
schools involved in the earlier fracases, but the incident is believed
(continued on page 3)
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"* *ffy the Dopester
Given the present state o' affairs in our fair
city it's a wonder that life is as tranquil as it's
been all week. Kids are goin' back to schools
where they don't have sports or music plavin'
programs no more, an' even if they do manage
to stick it out the system they're supposed t'
join when they graduate can't provide any kind
of jobs for more than half of 'em.
The figure's only 20% for youngsters in the
suburbs, which gives ya a couple things to think
about right off the top. One outa five white
kids, one outa every two black kids can't find
work o' any kind, and you can imagine 'swell
as I can what kind t>' work they got for most o'
th' ones who can get a job.
Well, if ya can't work there's always welfare,
an' if you can't stand the humiliation there's always heroin, an' if you turn t' dope there's all
them houses an' cars t' be broken into so you
can pay th' narcotics man for the relief he brings
you, an' he can report back to his partners in
the police station house that he's got another
customer to help Tem line their pockets with.
Then the police get up an" talk about law 'n
order while they're refusin' to protect the citizens o' the neighborhoods where their job takes
'em, an' the rowdy characters in the neighborhoods start gettin' uppity an' all, runnin' around
terrorizin' folks just because they can get away
with it.
You can take ol' Iffy's word for it - there's
nothin' normal about this situation at all, an'
anybody who ain't completely crazy has t' have
some kind o' compassion in their heart fqr th'
victims o' this disgustin' social order.
O' course I ain't suggestin' that thugs o' any
age should have t' be tolerated by anybody, but
wavin' a finger in their face ain't gonna solve
nothin' either.
It's about time folks started wakin' up an'
lookin at what's happenin' around 'em, because
the persons who put 'em in this nasty trick bag
are not gonna be the ones who take the pressure off not until common folks start pullin'
together and make 'em change things around to
suit the majority of the people.
Until then the real thugs who have destroyed
this city over the past thirty years the big
manufacturers, the banks, the universities an'
the urban renewers, the HUD crooks an' their
rap partners in the real estate agencies will
continue to run roughshod over anybody they
want to, an' no single person or group of people
can possible stop 'em.
In other words, if you'll permit an old man
to speak his mind on somethin' that means,
everything to him, the citizens o' this city can
either start takin' matters into their own hands
an' straightenin' 'em out for themselves, or they
can stand by while the big money grabbers take
the rest o' what we got left an' leave us to starve
in their wake.
If you think they don't mean t' do just that,
keep your mouth shut an' watch their smoke,
because you can bet that they ain't just sittin'
around wonderin' what to do right now. They
got their plan all mapped out, an' the longer we
keep on goin' along with it, the bigger fools we
make o' ourselves.
Well, a word to the wise, like we used t' say...

Gangs and the Media
Now that the smoke (screen) is begining to clear away from the gang situation,
a quick check of the damage wrought by
the gangs and their propagandists in the
mass media might prove instructive.
A small, fearless element of east-side
youths, propelled by TV gangster fantasies
and the burning desire to live as fine as the
most comfortable strata of American society, bullied their way into the middle of a
complex political war being fought by Mayor Young on one side and the Detroit Police
Officers Association on the other.

The outcome of this struggle will profoundly affect the future of the city of Detroit for many, many years. If the white
police and their corporate backers win, citizens face a South Africa-style existence
complete with passcards, racial boundary
lines, unprovoked assaults and other attacks
on residents who happen to be the "wrong"
color.
Such has been the norm in Detroit for
many years
in fact, right up to the installation of Coleman Young as Mayor of
Detroit in January, 1974. Since that time
Mayor Young has fought to humanize the
police presence and make the police responsive to the needs of the majority of
city residents.
That majority is 60% black now and rsing, yet the police force is still more than
80% white and male. Worse, the DPOA is
committed to keeping it that way, holding onto the positions for white officers
while at the same time refusing to send
these white officers out into the streets to
patrol on foot the neighborhoods they
are charged with serving.

When the mayor was forced for budgetary reasons to lay off dose to 1000 police
officers last July 1, the remaining white officers and undoubtedly some black offi-

cers as well simply refused to adhere to
duty. By their own admission they let the
crime situation run way out of bounds in
order to prove their point: more policemen were needed.
Enter the gangs. Allowed to run wild in
the streets by the police, glorified and sensationalized by the daily media . the
staunchest supporters the white police could
have, and with good reason
and filled
with the sense of power generated by these
incredible events, the gangs grabbed center
stage and watched their carefully manufactured imagery spread through news wires
across the country like a prarie fire.
White citizens were aroused. Black citizens were aroused. Community, business,
labor and religious leaders leaped forth to
announce their programs for "dealing with
the gangs." Finally more than 400 police
were called back to work*given a curfew
and other scattershot weapons to work
with, and hailed in the press as the original
white knights riding in to save the populace
from the Vandals.

Now one hears little about the gangs.
The DPOA is starting its extortion talk relative to next year's contract negotiations,
and the State Police are busting hitchikers
on the city's freeways for marijuana possession. News editors, reporters and columnists ride in and out from the suburbs
with a deep sense of security, and everything has returned to normal.
Only the 33-60% unemployment rate,
the thousands of abandoned homes and
businesses, the super-exploitation of the
automobile industry and the threat of billyclubs and blackjacks not to mention the
.357 magnums - remain to shape the lives
of the city's youth.

It was fun while it lasted, though,
wasn't it?
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Femtcide

Last week's changing of the guard at the
Feminists' Women's City Club in downtown Detroit now known as the Feminist
Women's Club
is more than the simple
transfer of a lease. It marks the culmination
of a long and bitter struggle between oppossing factions of local feminists, with the winners literally driving the losers out of town.
Whatever the causes, the results of this
publicly-conducted grudge match have been
gruesome: dedicated, hard-working feminists have neutralized one another's effectiveness by attacking each other fang and
claw, completely undermining the image of
"sisterhood" which the feminist movement
has unfailingly projected.

Aside from the damage to the image of
feminism, the femicidal struggles have cost
the entire community the almost certain
loss of what Feminist Economic Network
(FEN) organizers described as "America's
largest womanspace" the Feminist Women's Club itself.
The FEN organizers, led by Joanne Parrent, had unveiled an impressive plan for
supporting the purchase and operation of
the FWCC when they opened the club. They

announced their intention to attract women from all walks of life and all races,
creeds and colors to a facility and an organization designed, constructed, and controlled by politically active feminist women with a long record of service to the
community.

Yet these women were attacked as if
they were the owners of Standard Oil and
held up to the general public as scoundrels and thieves. Their program was killed
before it could attract its natural support,
and now the women who attacked the FEN
organizers for opening the club in the first
place have driven out its creators and
voikt! - take the benefits of their work for
themselves.

Finally the confusion begins to clear the "righteous" women simply wanted what
the "unrighteous" women had put together
with their financial and organizational genius, their dedication and hard work. Now
that they've got it, of course, they're talking like victors. But the only real winners
are the enemies of feminism, who can only
be standing on the sidelines right now,
laughing like hyenas at their pitiful foes.
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Feminist Women's Club Changes Hands
By Kathy Jackson
Sun Staff Writer

The Feminist Women's City
Club has once again opened its
doors to Detroit-area women with
a new group.in control who say
they feel confident they can make
the club work.
The new group, all former
FWCC members, calls itself the
Feminist Women's Club and is
headed by Marcia Fast.
Fast said of the new endeavor:
"It will definitely be a success because all of the club members are
Detroit people, and we feel we
have an obligation to make things
work in our city."

Fast said she blames the club's
failures on the fact that the majority of the people in control were
not Detroiters.
The building had been owned
by the Feminist Economic Network (FEN) which turned it back
over to the Feminist Federal Credit Union (FFCU) on August 31st
because of financial difficulties.
The FFCU holds the mortgage on
the building.

FEN claims it couldn't get any
support from the members, but
Fast disagrees.
"We all were working hard in
the beginning," she told The Sun.
"But the FEN people, most of

them from California, came in disliking Detroit and never put their
hearts into it."
Women from the Feminist Women's Health Clinic on W. 8 Mile
Rd. seem to think the problem
goes a lot deeper than just the
fact that a lot of the FEN members were not from the Detroit
area, pointing out that the president of FEN, Joanne Parrent,
is a Detroit woman.

"You can't go blaming the
failure of the club on the California women," says Cathy Courtney,
a spokesperson for the FWHC.
"The problem lies in the fact that
FEN is not feminist. It is a business woman-controlled profitmaking corporation."
Courtney accuses FEN of supporting capitajism, while pretending to be feminists. So Courtney
says she and other health clinic
employees will be watching closely
to make sure the concepts of feminism are practiced in the club before they support it,
"I'm talking about sharing,"
said Courtney. "FEN shared nothing with no one and did not show
good faith to women." She cited
instances where staff women were
not paid their wages and were not
allowed to voice their ideas.

Courtney also informed The

Detroit Schools Fight
Budget Cuts,Violence

(cont. from cover) to be related.
The youth was hospitalized,
and another 15-year-old is being
held in custody as a suspect in the
shooting. It was not known Monday if either of the youths were
students.

where they will have to study and
learn, rather than become involved
in activities which would lead to
their expulsion.
Turning them out of school,
he said, only increases the numbers of the criminal element.

The Sun has since learned that
several other schools were among
those hit by Friday's disturbances,
but school officials had not reported them to the Central Board,
either because they were not aware
of the incidents or felt it might
reflect on their abilities as administrators.

Jefferson was in a closed-door
meeting with school officials until late Friday night discussing the
school incidents and possible solutions.

On several occasions a similar
reluctance on "the part of local
school administrators to admit
that problems existed at their
schools has been noted.
Due to the protests raised over
the educational cutbacks by a
wide range of students and adults,
why would students start a wave
of disruptions in the city's schools
after the cutbacks had been orde"red restored?
The general consensus among
top school officials and many citizens is that the incidents were
planned by or with the help of
adults to further frighten residents, both adults and youths.

School Supt. Arthur Jefferson
was angry Saturday as he told The
Sun that the school board is working closely with the Detroit Police
Department in an extensive investigation to find out whether or not
some adults were involved in putting the disturbances together.
"We,along with the Mayor, are
not going to tolerate hoodlums.
The outsiders had better stay away
from the schools. If they want to
come to school tojearn, fine. If
not, they'd better stay away," Jefferson said.

Jefferson also said he is pushing for a procedure whereby they
can place the disrupters in a confined education-oriented setting
September 17, 1976

Jefferson was also angry over
statements made by Superintendent of the State Board of Education John Porter, who gave the
order for the Detroit school system to reinstate the cutbacks.
Porter's statement gave the impression that the city's school board
has enough money already to
operate the programs fully.
He said for Porter to imply that
the board has enough money will
make it much more difficult to
get a millage increase adopted.
The board will try a second time
by placing the issue on the Nov. 2
general election ballot.

Ironically, Jefferson was in
Lansing for a . private breakfast
meeting recently with Porter, who
made no mention of the state
board's plan to order the cuts restored at that time.
When Jefferson left that meeting, everything was reportedly all
right. But shortly after Jefferson
returned home, Porter made the
public announcement.
Several school officials called
it a "low blow" and "a deceitful
act."
But the city's school system
may be faced with another crippling blow if the school millage
fails the second time. The board
plans to ask the legislature to give
it authority to impose a school
income tax on the citizens of Detroit, as they did about three years
ago.

However, several legislators say

Sun of a damage suit the FWHC
has against FEN. The suit claims.
that FEN opened up a healthcare center in the FWCC, calling it
the Downtown Detroit Feminist
Women's Health Clinic (DDFWHC) and says the subsequent
negative publicity given FEN and
the club' has hurt the business at
the FWHC because of the similarity of names.
Carol Nutley, a former employee of the club, seems to share
Courtney's views. Nutley says she
left the club in August because of
political differences with FEN on
the way the club was run.
Nutley contends that the directors of FEN were not allowing
women to fully participate in the
club. She says the whole concept
was to make women equal, but
that they were being dictated to
by a few women.

"FEN directors were much
worse than any male executives
ever were," she told The Sun.
And she said she's looking forward
to the success of the club under
its new organizers.
Credit union board members
have given the potential new owners FFCU's stamp of approval and
have even decided to open a Detroit branch office in the building.
The FFCU is located in Pleasant
they are doubtful if the request
will be granted this time.
When the right to impose a tax
was granted before, it only involved Detroit. But now several school
districts throughout the state are
bordering on the brink of bankruptcy and deficit spending, one
member of the state house told
The Sun.
Suburban and outstate legislators do not look favorably on any
prospect that would impose a tax
on their constituents.

The whole issue of the failure
to get a millage passed, the state
board's order to restore cutbacks
and even the threat of again having
another tax levied without a vote
has increased support of a drive to
repeal decentralization, thus eliminating the eight regional boards.
A bill introduced by state Rep.
Morris Hood (D-Detroit) is now
in the House Education Committee, and predictions are that it will
pass despite the fact that several
Detroit legislators, who voted for
it before, are opposed to the repeal.
It is believed that the State
board was frightened by a recent
lawsuit filed on behalf of the firstgraders who were put on half-days
as a budget cut.

The suit was withdrawn without prejudice because the State
Board of Education had not yet
acted on the court order that it
pay $5.8 million of Detroit's
school desegregation cost.
Jefferson said he projects that
about 8,000 fewer students will
be attending school, and the number may be conservative which
means a loss of state funds. The
Detroit Board will lose $1100 per
student.
The school district lost $2 million last year, Jefferson said, under the Municipal Overburden Section of the law, because of the
constant decline in student population.

Will the people of this city allow the school system to be demolishedr We hope not. The
schools are essential.
O The Detroit Sun

Marcia Fast

Ridge.
But Credit Union President
Lynn Meek emphasizes that the
Credit Union has no authority on
how the building will be run.
"We're only leasing it to Ihe women until someone buys it," she
says.

Meek also says sh,e has now joined the club but adds, "My responsibility is first with the Credit
Union. I will be working with the
club, but my primary responsibility is with the Credit Union."
The FWCU has been criticized
by FEN members as being the
principle reason why the club fail-

Joanne Parrent
ed. FEN attorney Stuart Sinai says
there was no way for the club to
survive without the Credit Union's
help, and they withheld it.

But FWCU treasurer Valerie
Angers says the reason the agency
didn't support FEN was because
"it is a capitalistic corporation that
didn't support the interests of
women."
Angers was on the board at
the time and approved the eight
individual loans that were granted in order to provide FEN with
the money to buy the building.
She also co-founded the Credit
Union with (cont. on page 20)

Street Gang Worker
Reinstated By Mayor
By Kathy Jackson
Sun Staff Writer

To the great pleasure of his many supporters on Detroit's
east side, Stan Black has his job back.
Mayor Coleman Young allowed Black to return to his position as a street worker for the city's Community Youth Service Program this week the end of a two-week suspension
period.
Young said on reinstating
Black, "there can be no conflict
between the actions and policies
of those working for the Community Youth Services Program
and the action and policies of the
administration, because we're all
on the same team."
Black had been'dismissed August 27 by his supervisor, Dick
Humphries, because of alleged policy differences with the Young
administration.

Reportedly Black made a statement calling for the hiring of 400
community workers rather than
the rehiring of 400 police officers,
as ordered recently by Young.
Black told The Sun that he's
enthralled by the support he got
froi.i east side residents in helping
him get his job back.

and presented him with letters and
their sentiments on why Black
should be reinstated.
There appeared to be unanimous agreement among those in
attendance that Black was doing a
good job with east side youths
and that it would be a detriment
to east siders if Black was not put
back in the community.

Members of the various groups
gathered at the meeting told The
Sun that they were very happy
they could come to an accord with
the Mayor. But they emphasized
that they would have never left
City Hall until they had accomplished what they had set out to
do "get Brother Black his job
back."

"Had it not been for the support of the many community
people I doubt I would have my
job back today," Black said. 'This
clearly shows that if people organize and struggle in unity on whatever problem they have, they will
definitely prevail in the end."

The community people Black
was refering to represent a large
cross-section of east side residents:
The Detroit Youth Coalition, The
Concerned Parents Committee,
The Michigan Council of Churches
Committee, Operation Get Down,
The Billy Holcomb Support Committee and many others.
Representatives from these
groups met with the Mayor last
week in a closed-door meeting

Stanley Black
Page 3

Top DPOA Posts Vp For Grabs

The House Ethics Committee has been holding hearings in Washington in an effort to find out how CBS News reporter Daniel
Schorr obtained a secret copy of an Intelligence Committee report
which earlier this year was published in New York's Village Voice.
Schorr, meanwhile, continues to hane his microphone silenced. At
issue here and in other cases across the country is a reporter's right
to maintain the confidentiality of sources.
The status of so-called "shield laws"
I has been a subject of much debate withI in the journalism community for a few
I years now. Some say such laws are neI cessary to insure the public's right to
I know. Others have said they'd be an unI welcome government regulation of the
1 press, that we should be left alone to report the facts and take whatever risks
(necessary.
But within the last few weeks, there's
(been a new flurry of activity around this
Daniel Schorr
issue. Four newsmen from the Fresno
Bee in California were charged with contempt for refusing to reveal
their sources on a story. They went to jail Sept. 3 with an openended sentence.
The New Mexico Supreme Court recently ruled that state's shield
law to be an unconstitutional legislative encroachment on a judicial
function. An Albuquerque radio station that precipitated the ruling
with an investigation into misuses of funds by a local sheriff has
petitioned the court for a rehearing.
The U.S. Supreme Court has refused to hear an appeal by William
Farr, a Los Angeles reporter who served 46 days in jail for refusing
to reveal sources on a story;he must still serve five days and pay a
$500 fine.
On the lighter side, the Florida Supreme Court ruled in favor of
St. Petersburg Times reporter Lucy Ware Morgan for refusing to reveal sources in a story about a grand jury investigation.
Shield laws are often essential tools on major stories; threats to
them are in effect a threat to the more important First Amendment
right to freedom of the press.
Twenty-six states and one county (in Hawaii) now have shield
laws in some form but, as Fielding McGehee, editor of the Press
Censorship Newsletter, put it to us: "We seem to be taking our
lumps lately."
The whole issue of shield laws and confidentiality will be back
in the news this week with the Dan Schorr case. Watch for it...
Filler: The newest-and maybe the rarest t-shirt design in town
was the brainstorm of a Detroit Free Press staffer .who, with some
help from the composing room, made a plate of the FP front page
headlining Nixon's resignation and pressed eight shirts before an
editor stopped production. They went fast in the city room but,
alas, the eight may remain the only ones in existence . .. Hy Levenson, longtime owner of WCAR radio who's made more than his
share of enemies in the radio biz, is about to retire .. . Detroit News
readers must really take the paper seriously. One recent letter-tothe-editor writer reported that he'd counted 37 editorials criticizing
Jimmy Carter and 49 praising Gerald Ford. A few days later, another letter said Bishop Emrich referred to god 42 times in a single
column .. . Larry Wright, the Free Press-turned-News cartoonist,
pulled a fast one in his Sept. 1 strip, which shows a woman holding
a newspaper. Look close and the paper's headline says "Headliners
Win!" The Headliners is a softball team of FP staffers ... The
Times they are a'changin'. Staid NY Times finally changed its format from eight to six columns for news stories to conserve newsprint. The prospect of such a move so freaked Gotham's news
groupies that New York magazine early last year got a design consultant to show the world how NYT should proceed, coming up
with a lot of ideas that would make even The Sun's circus layout
look like old hat. But the Times played it safe .. . o

Statements made by campaigners for top posts in the Detroit Police Officers Association (DPOA)
election being conducted this week
promise to take a hard line in future contract talks with the city.
With all campaigners calling for
a united union front to fight for
more benefits for police, a tough
contract bargaining year is assured
in 1977 whatever the outcome of
the Sept. 13-17 election.
In a statement issued prior to
the election Gary Lee, candidate
for DPOA president as well as a
former president, cited the lack of
what he called "effective action"
by Ron Sexton, lame duck DPOA
president, in fighting the layoffs of
Detroit police officers. Lee term-

Dr. Maurice Reizen, state health
director, said that 22 samples of
milk taken from 26 nursing mothers in Michigan contained PBB, the
substance that was identified as the
cause of death for several thousand
cattle in the state during 1973 and
1974.

PBB-polybrominated biphenyls
Page 4

Jim Radcliffe and Dave Watroba, candidates for the vice-presidency, have both pointed to the
upcoming contract negotiations
and the need to improve pay, working conditions and pension benefits for police.

Watroba was a member of the
arbitration board which recently

Weiler has stated that "the city
will be claiming poverty more than
ever before," claiming that such
arguments must be countered.

Police officers presently receive
$17,292 per year in direct salary
plus extensive benefits, and the
city pays something over $51 million per year into the DPOA pension fund.

the jury was not presented with
enough evidence to prove beyond
a reasonable doubt that Peterson
was guilty and therefore brought
in an acquittal verdict.

Former Detroit police officer
Raymond Peterson, a member of
the controversial STRESS (Stop
the Robberies Enjoy Safe Streets)
Unit, was awarded two years back
pay and a possible disability pension by an arbitration board recent-

The testimony of Sgt. Mary
Jarrett of the police crime labdratory in that trial established the
fact that the knife on Hoyt had
been in the pocket of Peterson.

ly.

The arbitration panel, which
consisted of members representing
each side of the Peterson issue and
a neutral member, voted 2-1 in
favor of awarding Peterson his back
pay.

Apparently her testimony paled
in comparison to the crucial and
perhaps pivotal testimony of psychiatrist Bruce Danto, who said
Peterson was "a very frightened
man who responded to the real
threat in terms of his life on the
basis of a conditioned fear which
produced a dissociative state."

Peterson, 40, was involved in 12
STRESS-related shootings, which
resulted in the deaths of five persons. Peterson was acquitted in
1974 of second degree murder in
the March 1973 shooting of Robert Hoyt.

In essence, Peterson said he was
sane before being assigned to the
STRESS unit but was driven to the
point of acting irrationally by his
police work. Peterson was often
called a "trigger happy cop" prior
to the Hoyt shooting.

The police trial board upheld
Peterson's firing after it was found
that he planted his own knife on
Hoyt and then lied about it.
Conversely, critics of the 1974
Recorders Court trial believe that

New Black School Opens
The Alexander Crummell
School will open its doors in Highland Park to young black children
this month. Its founders say that
the new school will address itself
to the total needs of children.
The school, which is located on
Glendale, offers a full curriculumacademics, black culture, world
religions, health and nutrition, physical fitness, the arts, and basic survival skills such as cooking, sewing,
mechanics and gardening.
School coordinator Imani Humphrey told The Sun that the goals
of the school are to create and
maintain a school whose environment and experiences teach liberation through self-awareness.

"There will be no favorites and
no failures every child will learn
at his/her own pace, without being
made to feel dumb or different,"

is a fire-retardant chemical that
was accidently mixed with cattle
feed and sold to farmers in the lower peninsula.

reaching 500 parts per billion.
The Food and Drug Administration
allows food to be sold containing
up to 300 ppb.

Because PBB is biologically
magnified as it moves up the food
chain, people eating PBB-contaminated food end up with a higher
percentage of PBB than they actually consumed.

Because the study was actually
done to find the level of pesticides
in mother's milk, officials are not
recommending the end of breast
feeding as yet.

The level of PBB found in the
breast milk of the women tested
averaged 90 parts per billion (ppb),
with the highest amount found

Jim VanDevender, present secretary-treasurer of the DPOA and
also a candidate for the presidency,
called for a more effective union
leadership to deal with problems
facing the police. "1 have never
made any decisions for purely political reasons," VanDevender added.

granted former STRESS officer
Raymond Peterson two years backpay.
Candidates for secretarytreasurer Rich Weiler and Herman
Williams both note in their pre-,
election statements that the 1977
contract negotiations will be
tough.

Stress Cop Awarded Bach Pay

PBB Found In Mother's Milk
Preliminary scientific reports
have found,traces of PBB in mother's milk, the state health director
revealed last week.

ed the present DPOA leadership
"totally incompetent and ineffective."

Reizen said ^ further study is
now underway to determine the
level of PBB in breast milk, and
until the results are in he is recommending caution.
' The Detroit Sun

Humphrey said.
The school is open to all children of African descent and welcomes students of Muslim, Hebrew,
Christian, Yoruba and non-denominational backgrounds.
The Alexander Crummell
School will serve students from
the first through eighth grades.

They will be grouped according to
interests, rather than by age.

Tuition is $25 per week per student, with each additional child
from the same family charged $20
per week. The director of the program is Rev. Anthony Thornell, a
well-known area minister.

Del Rio Suspended
By Henry Reske
Sun Staff Writer

Despite a suspension and charges
of judicial misconduct, Recorder's
Court Judge James Del Rio said
last week that he intends to serve
out his term and is presently preparing a defense.
"My suspension doesn't mean
I'm not a judge," Del Rio told The
Sun. "I was elected by the people
for six years.
"Because of the suspension I
can't do judicial work, but I am
preparing a defense to the charges."

Del Rio, who was reached at his
Recorder's Court office, refused to
make any comment on the specific
charges leveled against him by the
Judicial Tenure Commission,
which charged Del Rio August 2
with 23 counts of judicial misconduct.
The charges against Del Rio include the following:
He once dismissed a case after hearing only one of 13 prosecution witnesses.
He told a Detroit Police Officer that he had been sexually in-

timate with a woman who was involved in a case before him.
He sentenced a man on the
basis of a probation report that
was actually a blank piece of paper.
There will be a public hearing
on the charges, where both sides
will be able to present witnesses
and evidence.
As a result of the hearing Del
Rio could be reprimanded, suspended or removed from the judgeship- .
Del Rio, 51, who was elected
to Recorder's Court in 1972, was
suspended with pay September 7
by the Michigan Supreme Court
at the request of the Judicial Tenure Commission.
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NAACP Slapped With $l,2gO,OOO Suit
.By Kathy Jackson
Sun Staff Writei

The National Association for
the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) has been slapped
with a whopping $1,250,699 judgment that was handed down by a
Jackson, Mississippi chancery
judge.
The civil rights organization
must come up with $1,600,000
cash bond by Sept. 28 if they hope
to appeal the decision. The higher figure is due to a Mississippi law
that requires that bond be posted
in the amount of 125% of the
judgment.
The damage suit was filed by a
group of merchants in Port Gibson,
Miss, against the NAACP and 147
individuals because of a lengthy
boycott that began in 1966.
According to the NAACP, the
boycott was called by local NAACP
leaders after the merchants failed
to hire a sufficient number of
blacks and refused to address black
persons properly.
But Nathaniel Jones, general
counsel for the NAACP, says things
didn't get heated until 1969, when
local police fatally shot a black
youth who was attending a meeting in the First Baptist Church.
"The boycott was then about

100% successful," he told The Sun.
"And many of the businesses were
forced to close down."
The merchants charged the protestors with conspiracy, interference and restraint of trade. But
Jones contends the right to protest
is guaranteed by the First Amendment.
"The judgment is wrong, and
we won't take this latest form of
legal lynching lying down," Jones
said. "They're trying to accomplish through black robes what
they could not accomplish through
white robes."
The NAACP is making a dramatic appeal to its membership and

Black Consumer
Boycott Planned
Merchants will suffer striking
losses if the boycott proposed recently by Operation PUSH (People

Mandate
Presses
Flesh With
Detroit
Democratic vice-presidential
candidate Sen. Walter Mondale
stumped into Detroit Thursday
and leveled a series of shotgun
blasts at the Republican Party
that mostly amounted to campaign rhetoric aimed at the television cameras.
"We want a government that
tells the truth and obeys the law
and applies that law to the big
shots as well as everyone else,"
Mondale told about 200 office
workers.
The office workers, who appeared to be looking for diversion
on their lunch hour, were attracted to Mondale's press conference,
held on the corner of Michigan
and Washington Blvd., at 12:30pm
in front of U.S. Rep. Donald Reigle's U.S. Senate Campaign headquarters.
Mondales did a lot of handslapping evangelizing and laid the
blame for the country's ills on the
Republicans.
Arriving in Detroit around Sam,
Mondale appeared at the National
Baptist Association convention in
Cobo Hall, a UAW political action
convention, a Michigan Democratic Party breakfast, met with
Mayor Young and then opened
Reigle's campaign headquarters.

Walter Mondale
September 17, 1976

the public to donate money for
the bond, emphasizing that the latest action imposes a threat not
only to the NAACP but to every
organization that believes it has a
right to speak out against injustice.
The NAACP maintains that it's
on the brink of bankruptcy, having
been hit only a few months ago by
another damage suit in the second
district court of Mississippi.
In that case, brought by a state
highway patrolman, the NAACP
had to borrow $262,000 to post
bond.
Contributions to the bond fund
can be sent to NAACP, 2990 E.
Grand Blvd., Detroit, Mich. 48202.

Jesse Jackson

United to Save Humanity) gains
wide-spread support in the nation's
black communities.
,
The revived boycott plan (boycotts were a favorite tool of the
late Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.)
would call for citizen rejection of
businesses not actively involved in
affirmative-action programs in the
public and private sectors of business.
Targeted at 30 key market
areas, the boycott could slice into
the $65-billion black consumer
market. PUSH leader Rev. Jesse
.lackson cited Sears-Roebuck as a
prime target. Sears-Roebuck takes
in $1.3-billion in black consumer
dollars per year.
Jackson, who announced plans
for the boycott at a recent PUSH
convention in Washington, D.C.,
charged the federal government
and courts with being non-supportive of the poor black consumer.
Jackson said that a national
black consumer boycott "can provide the economic leverage necessary to provide equal opportunity."

Tenants Win In Ann Arbor
Striking members of the Ann
Arbor Tenants Union at Longshore,
Apartments won a two-month
rent rebate, a rent freeze for one
year and a new lease for the entire
65-unit complex. The agreement,
achieved through collective bargaining with the landlord, marked
the end of a five-month-long rent
strike which included up to 20
apartments.
The Ann Arbor Tenants Union
won a landmark victory in April
against Trony Associates when it
was recognized as the sole bargaining agent for all Trony tenants and
a grievance procedure was established to improve maintenance procedures. Meanwhile, TU members

involved in another rent strike
against Reliable Realty Co. have
won over SI6,000 in back rent
and damages in court.
The Longshore rent-withholding action began in March after the
Longshore Apartment complex
was cited for fire and health violations by the housing inspector's
department. Tenants at Longshore
approached the TU and were encouraged to form a local of the
union.
The newly negotiated lease is
highlighted by a maintenance procedure which encourages tenants
to call in an outside contractor and
bill the management if management fails to comply on time.

At the Baptist convention
Mondale, the son of a minister,
told the audience that a doubling
of unemployment during the eight
years of Republican presidency
has led to more divorces, suicides,
child abuse and juvenile delinquency.
At the UAW conference the
Minnosota senator blamed Republicans for unemployment and
added: "In this country we believe in work we want to work."
To the office workers on the
street corner Mondale promised
to put the housingindustry back

on its feet and to reduce high interest rates on home loans.
Mondale's street-corner meeting with "the people" at Riegle's
campaign headquarters amounted
to a great visual for the television
crews.
The Democrats had provided a
jazz band to entertain the crowd
while Mondale pressed the flesh.
The campaign headquarters provided a colorful background, and
the collection of white and black
office workers and construction
crews provided the desired saltand-pepper look to the crowd.
O The Detroit Sun

Several persons who read this column last week said they are
anxious to start a campaign to get out the vote similar to what I mentioned here.
They were particularly interested in how I said we were able to '
get non-voters who were on welfare to respond.
Among other things, they said they wanted to get a group together to see if they can't "stop the freeloaders," by making it clear that
taxpayers are tired of paying the freight for those who won't even
register and vote.
"While we're out here batting our brains out to help some of these
people, they are sitting on their fannies and ignoring everything that's
happening out here," one reader commented.
I mentioned this to several legislators, and they are all for a drive
to make the non-voters come out of their act. "People who don't
vote are not helping us to-help them," one told me, adding "Yes,
I'm all for it."
The people who don't vote don't seem to realize that everything,
including the water they drink, the food they buy, health care, and
yes, welfare, are controlled by politics. And it takes legislation to
make corrections.
This means that we have to get more and more people to vote so
we can develop some real power voting power in order to turn
things around.
It won't be done any other way. And as I've said before, if you
don't vote, politicians will write you off and eventually everything
may really be cut off from you. If that happens, you won!t be able
to do anything about it, because nobody wilPpay any attention to
you. You are dead weight.
We cannot say enough about this serious matter. We have lost
some very sincere and capable elected officials because of voter apathy.
And many issues pertinent to the welfare of this community have
gone down the drain because so many people did not exercise their
right to vote.
And, again, I repeat, all we have to do is check the registered vot-"
ers list and find out if you have voted or not. So you see, those of
you who shun the voting places can't hide.
,
There are things coming up that will make the hair rise on your
heads, and if we are not prepared for it-with an outstanding show of
strength of registered voters it will be a disaster.
Please believe me. This is not just to scare the hell out of you, although I would if I have to. It is simply fact, not fiction. This is a
real world, and non-productive people are already being discounted.
So don't be caught in that number.
Go out and register as soon as you read this. It is not only your
right, but your duty for your own sake and that of your children.o

'Vote!"

Charge Against Highland
Parh Man Dismissed
Criminal charges against a 19year-old Highland Park man who
has charged Highland Park police
with brutality (Sun, Sept. 10) were
dismissed last week.
. Robert Koesters was arraigned
two weeks ago on charges of assaulting an officer. Charges were
dropped at a pre-trial conference
last week when, according to Koesters' attorney Buck Davis, Koesters

refused to plead guilty to a reduced charge of disorderly conduct.
Koesters has filed a complaint
with the Highland Park Human Relations Commission charging the
police with brutality, false arrest and verbal abuse.
Davis said last week that a civil
suit will be brought against the
city of Highland Park if they refuse an offer of an out-of-court
settlement.
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World
Mourns
Mao
(continued from the cover)

followers of Dr. Sun Yat-sen, Mao
became one of the 13 founding
members of the Chinese Communist
Party in 1921.

Mao assumed leadership of the
party in 1935 at the age of 42, during what must have been the party's
darkest era-the time of the 8,000mile "Long March."
The march began as 120,000 fleeing Red Army troops retreated
from the armies of Nationalist Generalissmo Chiang Kai-shek. Only
20,000 survived the march.
Despite such losses, Mao rebuilt
the Communist army to a strength
of one million by the end of WWII.

Civil war broke out in 1946, and
three years later Mao proclaimed victory. The struggle, however, was
not over.
The insult of imperialism that
had angered the Chinese for a century had not ended. During the
Korean war of the early 50's United
Nations Forces, comprised mostly
of American troops, moved close
to the Chinese border, and U.S.
Navy General Douglas MacArthur
urged war with China.
Although a shooting war with
China was averted, the course taken
by the United States for the next
20 years was definitely a hostile one.

A strict trade embargo against
both China and North Korea was
soon enacted by the United Nations
and the United States, beginning the
U.S. policy of containment of the
"Red Menace" which lasted until
the unlikely compromiser Richard
M. Nixon travelled to China in 1972.
During his lifetime Mao was a
true believer in the power of the
masses and of a continuing revolution. He shunned the trappings of
power yet was almost a god to the
800 million Chinese he ruled.
His words, printed in The Red
Book, are recited by children in
schools and workers in the fields.
Mao's work for the people of
China is equally indelible.
He lifted their faces from the
dust and deprivation of years of foreign domination and welded them
into a world power in only 27 years.
He took a starving, illiterate, semifeudal, largely agricultural country
and turned it into a modern, industrialized socialist state.
Mao's legacy, however, isjiot so
certain.
With the death of Chou En-lai,
premier and presumed successor to
Mao, earlier this year there has been
a great deal of speculation about
Mao's successor.
The new Premier, Hua Kuo-feng,
seems to be the logical choice as
heir-apparent to the post of party
chairman, but Mao named no successor and China experts, while noting that information about China's
internal politics is at best slim, see
a collective leadership as a likely
form of government for the near
future.

(continued on page 20)

"Seafarer" Threatens Up;
By Dennis Rosenblum
The Navy's proposed Seafarer project is
slowly setting into Lake Superior, just like
the Upper Peninsula's fabled sunsets which
it threatens to disrupt. Congress has slashed
its budget and it looks like almost everybody
in the UP thinks the whole idea would go
just fine with the freighter Edmund Fitzger
ald and the fish at the bottom of the lake.
Three August hearings called by the governor's office after citizen pressure to hear
public comment on Seafarer produced overwhelming criticism of the project, backing
up previous referendum votes.

Michigan site. The Defense Department has said it would not recommend Michigan as a sil
if Milliken objects. And Milliken has said he would make a decision on the basis of factual
information on the project and by the sentiments of UP citizens.

"If the final expression of the people is against the project, I would not approve it," he
said earlier this year.
But Milliken, along with Seafarer's supporters, is now saying everyone should wait for t
information before making up their minds on the subject.
The information they're waiting for will be in two reports-an environmental impact
study (EIS) commissioned by the Navy and a review of existing biological information by
the National Academy of Sciences (NAS). Depending on who you ask,
the reports will be published either by the end of October or
not until next spring.

Are those reports worth waiting for?
"I find it difficult to justify in my mind asking
In the latest blow to the Navy, a joint
to terminate before the facts come out," says
House-Senate committee in Washington
Dr. William Taylor, the governor's science
eliminated from a defense appropriations
advisor and chairman of the civil engineernese leader Mao-Tse-Tunj
bill $4.65 million designated for construcing department at Michigan State Unirabid "nationalist" Chinese in
tion of a test model of Seafarer in the UP.
versity. "Some studies indicate it
Taiwan are calling for the people
Opponents had feared that the building of
(ELF radiation) might be harmChina to retake the mainland. Waiti
the test grid would mean almost certain conful. We have initiated the pro
27 years for this seemingly opportune i
struction of the total grid. The committee
ment may have warped the nationalists' n
cess to get the facts. It's preaction kills any chance the Navy has to start
... or maybe not. The Guardian newspaper
mature to reach a decision."
ports that the U.S. is responsible for an arms
construction in the next fiscal year.
But, he admits, the
buildup in Taiwan which includes the developm<
Seafarer, originally known as Sanguine,
EIS will be the Navy's
of nuclear weapons. U.S. intelligence reports asser
would be a giant wire grid a few feet underreport: "It'snot in. that Taiwan is secretly reprocessing uranium from n
ground used as an antenna for communicattended to be unbiasclear reactors to prpduce plutonium.
ing to submarines deep underwater via exed. It's intended to
Recent arms sales to Taiwan have amounted to $34
tremely low frequency (ELF) waves. It
be the Navy's best
lion for a radar defense system, $85 million for ground-t(
would enable the Navy to give commands
position." And
missies and launchers, and $95 million for 60 F-5E jet fig!
to subs without forcing them to rise near
the academy reThese fighters are in addition to 120 F-5E's already orderec
the surface where they can be detected.
port, while gen
under a contract with Northrup Corp.
The Navy says the UP is a prime location
erally considerU.S.investments in Taiwan amount to $500
for the grid because of the Laurentian Shield, ed reputable,
million, and Taiwan is the eighth largest trade
the layer of solid granite beneath northern _ will only anapartner of the U.S. with annual imports and exMichigan and Wisconsin, which would prelyze existing
ports amounting to $4 billion compared with
vent most of the radio waves from the under- data on ELF
$500 million with China....
ground cable from merely being absorbed by
radiation
the earth.
Zodiac News Service reports that Mobil Oil
without
Seafarer is a classic doomsday device, a
Corp. has been unable to uncover any evidence
conducting
part of defense "deterrent strategy" to guarthat its subsidiary company in South Africa has
any scientiantee the United States' ability to fight back
been secretly selling petroleum to Rhodesia in viofic inquiry
after a nuclear attack from a hidden sublation of U.S. law. Internal documents by the Uniof its own.
merged position.
ted Church of Christ indicate that Mobil-owned
Karl
Seafarer's opponents voice concern about
subsidiaries in South Africa have been secretly
Magnuson,
Mob
possible effects of ELF radiation on life, desupplying the Rhodesian government with oil for
a member
Will
struction of the landscape, political maneuvthe past ten years. Mobil says it has been unable
of People
erings, and government misinformation on the Against
to investigate the matter due to South Africa's "official secre
project.
act."
Sanguine/
They want Governor Milliken to exercise
Meanwhile, Pacific News Service reports that U.S. and ir
Seafarer
his apparent veto power over the proposed
national banks are increasing the'volume of loans to South
(PAS/S),
rica despite the country's racial tensions and economic pr<
lems. Banks such as Chase Manhatten, Citibank and Moi
Guaranty have already extended loans in the amount o
$350 million to state-owned corporations and project
including the Transkei, an area scheduled for "indep
dence",ne-xt month.
A truly African city as opposed to an ex-cole
capital is being planned by the progressive gov
ment of Tanzania. The country is planning
build what Pacific News Service terms "th
one of
world's most innovative city." If all gc
two groups
according t<) plan, Tanzania will bo;
formed in
a city of 350,000, where small c
opposition
.£ >'
munities of 7,000 lie tucked
to the project,
away amidst neighboi
remains skeptical.
hood parks, far
"They've always
dsi
supported the military,"
he says of the academy.
"The only people on NAS who've
5 worked with ELF have declared in
~ public that ELF radiation is harmless. We
o'feel the result is a foregone conclusion."
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One group of supporters, says Magnuson, has formed a

e°

Project Seafarer opponents at a public hearing in the Upper Peninsula.
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Right to Know Committee which says national defense matters shouldn't b
up to the people to decide.
"We made a lot of the biological thing when we started getting such goo
response. Our gut feeling is just that we don't want it screwing up the land
scape," Magnuson explains.
"We don't like the idea of being drawn into international conflicts. Tha
not why we live here."
U.S. Rep. Philip Ruppe, another long-time opponent of Seafarer whose
district is the UP, sent off a two-page letter to Milliken in early August, citi
residents' intense opposition and the Navy's continued evasive attitude.
A General Accounting Office study of the Navy plans, undertaken at
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Record Giant Re-opens Detroit Office

Motown is Back in Town
By Frank Bach
Inside the respectable-looking bluetrimmed 10-story office building at Woodward and Fisher that was world headquarters for the Motown Record Corporation
until 1972, carpenters are now at work.
According to Detroit Motown executive
Gordon Prince, a staff of "12 or 13 people" will be at their desks, selling and promoting records, in the first floor of the
Motown Building "in about three weeks."
Yes, Motown is back in Detroit.
The black record firm that used the
name and talent of the Motor City to .
build a hit-making empire has been centered on Sunset Boulevard in Los Angeles,
California for the last four years, ever
since company head Berry Gordy (now
America's wealthiest black man) moved
his entire operation in a dramatic attempt
to enter the Hollywood film industry.
Formal announcement of Motown's
return will not come until next month,
when the Detroit offices will be fully functioning. But Gordon Prince, currently directing the company's new activities in
the city, says that plans to set up a full
branch operation are already in full swing.
A fully-owned statewide distribution company is already set up, and regional record
promotion is presently centered in temporary offices on )ames Couzens, on Detroit's
northwest side.
"What we're doing is no secret," says
Prince, "and we're not trying to hide it.
When we get set up in the new space on
Woodward we'll make a big announcement, but until then we're going right
ahead."
Ray Henderson, until recently a popular disc jockey on WGPR-FM, has been
hired as Promotion Manager for the Detroit branch, and, along with Regional
Promotion heads Arnie Leeman(pop) and
Andre Morgan (R&B), will be servicing
radio stations in Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Pittsburgh, "and everywhere in between," according to Prince.
Other staff positions already filled and
active in Motown's Detroit office include
National Rack Sales Director (Charlie
Salah) and Regional Sales Director (Wilson
Lindsay). Larry Rochen, formerly with
Merit Distributors and Grinnell Bros, in
Detroit, has been hired as Branch Manager
for the new office, and Mr. Prince will be

appointed Vice-President of Branch Operations for the Motown Group.
While Motown wJII retain its central office and recording facilities in Hollywood,
the Detroit branch will be a complete
record operation except for artist relations
and in-house studios.
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Insert: Gordon Prince

The Motown Building
Earlier this year, Motown President
Berry Gordy told a WXVZ-TV news crew
that the company intended to re-open
studios in the city at some point, but
Prince says that there are no definite plans
to do so at this time because "there are
plenty of studio?available" for rental use
in the Detroit area.
"But we're here to make money," he
adds, "and if we can be successful and
make this a going concern, there's no limit
to what we can do."
Motown has" a long and exciting history
in Detroit, dating back^to 1959 when Berry Gordy, Jr. came off a Ford Motor Co.
production line to form Motown with his
family and friends. In the next 13 years
the circle grew to include such artists as
Stevie Wonder, Smokey Robinson, Diana
Ross and the Supremes, the Temptations,
Marvin Gaye, the -Four Tops, the Spinners,
the Isley Bros., Kim Weston, Martha
Reeves and the Vandellas, Gladys Knight
and the Pips, Junior Walker and the All

INSIDE

MICHAEL HENDERSON
Detroit's brightest new sur
profiled by Steve Holsey

Stars, Eddie Kendricks, David Ruffin,
Mary Wells, and Tammi Terrel.
Producers and writers with Motown include such creative greats as Holland-Dozier-Holland and Norman Whitfield.and
there were more than a few sharp recording industry businessmen who helped

THE STAR MACHINE
Bill Adler review* the story of
of Commander Cody v. The Bit

(In The Vonen)

Gordy run Motown as well, including
Barney Ales (pronounced "A-less").
Ales left Motown and came back to Detroit after the company's unexpected
move to Hollywood, as did his long-time
Motown associate Gordon Prince. "I just
couldn't get used to the laid-back atmosphere. I could only stand it out there for
about 18 months," Ales told The Sun in
an interview published earlier this year
(Sun, February 26).
Neither Ales nor Prince wanted to drop
out of the record business, though, and
they soon decided to start their own company, Prodigal Records. Over a year's
time they released several records that
had some success, including hit Lp's by
Ronnie McNeir and the comedy team of
Gaylord and Holiday.
In the meantime, Motown's mighty
grip on the record charts started slipping
(they lost hitmakers the Jackson 5, Gladys
Knight, Kim Weston, the Spinners, the
Four Tops, the Isley Bros., and the Hol-

land-Dozier-Holland team) while they
scored big box-office successes with two
films starring Diana Ross: Lady Sings The
Blues and Mahogany.
In what appears to many as an effort
to re-establish the position of tremendous
power they once had in recording business,]
Motown has taken a new look at its old
home town, starting with Barney Ales.
Last year, Motown bought Prodigal Records from Ales and Prince to get them
back in the company. Then Ales was
named Executive Vice-President of Motown, second in command to Berry Gordy,J
who was President and Chairman of the
Board. Last month Ales was given equal
executive title with Gordy, that of Copresident.
Prodigal Records, whose offices now
serve as a temporary base for Motown Detroit, was retained as an active label by
the company. Prodigal has since been reorganized as the firm's pop-rock outlet
under the direction of Prince, who managed the start-up of a country-and-western
label for Motown called Hitsville.
"When Barney and I started this two
years ago there were only two of us,"
Gordon Prince tells us from the current
Motown Detroit headquarters, where the
sign outside still says "Prodigal Records."
"Now there are 12 or 13 people and we
need to expand."
One of the immediate factors which
precipitated the move to the Motown office building in downtown Detroit (which, |
until recently, was up for sale) is the recent establishment here of Hitsville Distributors, Motown's first fully-owned record
distributing outlet. Unlike many of the
major record firms, Motown still does
most of its record sales through independent record distribution outlets in major
American cities, rather than having their
own distribution network.
Prince says that Motown "thought it
was time for a change" and decided to replace their local distributor, Merit, with
its own distribution operation. Hitsville,
which will be operated out of the blue
Motown Building, currently delivers Motown products to stores and warehouse
operations throughout Michigan and northern Ohio. O
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ARETHA AT THE FAIR
Detroit's genuine Queen of Soul
turned out the State Fair
(In Flic Vorlt'\)
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ALL FOR ONE
Djnct', Theatre, and music
i the Harbinger Dance Co. benefit
(In The Vortex)

prominent impro\isational unit
tin Ilii' Voilc\)

THE
CCAY
PULLER
YOU HEARD IT HERE FIRST .. .
Our Motown story this issue is a real
scoop The Sun has the first media report
anywhere on the historic opening of the
new Motown office here ... Of course, we
tipped you off back in February when we
asked the musical question: "Is Motown
Back in Town?" Folks have been buzzing
about it ever since, and now the word is
finally official ... We're proud to get the
scoop, but why was it so easy? I mean,
don't any of the other "news" papers want
to report on Detroit's fantastic music
scene, or what? I guess it doesn't fit into
their image of this city as a crime-filled
jungle . .. Another "scoop" that fell into
our laps recently was the news of Aretha
Franklin's new movie she'll play Bessie
Smith (see the Vortex) . . . Here's another:
Stevie Wonder's long, long, /cw^-awaited

months, with over a million orders already
Commission for their first issue of Promawaiting its release ... Speaking of new
enade, which gives an interesting overrecords, the Lp that Herb Alpert 0roduced
view of Detroit culture (more info: 2241776) ... To Selma, the Martin Luther
on his A&M label for saxophonist Gato
King musical featuring Tommy Butler that
Barbieri is called Caliente and will be out
had to be held over at the Music Hall till
momentarily ... The new single by the
Sept. 19 (go see!) ... To James Tatum, for
I Band, "Jungle Walk," is already out on
his well-received performance last week
Warner Bros.... Detroiter Ted Nugent's
with the Philharmonic Orchestra in Philanew Lp on Epic, Free and Easy, will be
delphia Detroiter Tatum appeared in conout soon. His last album was his first
nection with the national meeting of the
"gold" one, we are reminded ... Speaking
Opportunities Industrialization Center,
of Detroit folks, multi-instrumentalist
Teddy Harris, trombonist Phil Ranelin.and and the Orchestra, under the direction of
trumpet man Eddie
fellow Detroiter
Nucelli were in at
James Frazier,
Tribe Records last
played Tatum's
week, doing tracks
"Contemporary
on the album-in-proJazz Mass" . ..
gress by the bad basTHE MUSIC JUST
sist Mr. Rod Hicks.
KEEPS ON COMING
It's called Disconnect
in three downtown
at the Disco-Tech . ..
outdoor sites
CONGRATS DEPT.:
through the month
Congratulations are
of September.
in order all over the
Presented by the
Motor City ... To
Detroit Council of
Detroit Life magathe Arts, bands from
zine, for a very goodclassical to jazz to
looking first issue
blues have been
focusing on the enplaying since July
ergy and the people
at lunchtime (11:38
that make the Motor
to 1 :]J>) and sometimes after officehours (5:30 to 7:30) freeCity happen (look for it at your local newsof-char»;e at Harmonie Park. Kennedy
stand it's got Aretha Franklin on the
Square, and St. Antoine Park. This month
cover) ... To the Detroit Public Library
we'll see Tribe, the Harold McKinney Trio,
and the Detroit Institute of Arts, for their
successful joint Sixth Annual Open House,
Chicago Pete, Bobo Jenkins, and the Detroit
Gabrieli Brass Ensemble . .. More music on
which had Woodward Ave. closed Sept.
Detroit's east side now that "Ram" Tom
15 as appreciative crowds went back and
Simmons, with help from the folks at
forth from museum to library, enjoyinga double list of special features
Probity Productions, has organand events showing off two
ized a concert program at the
of the more complete
Ramona Theater on
THE
Gratiot at 6 Mile.
cultural facilities on
It jumps off Sept. 24
this continent . . .
with saxophonist
To the Detroit BiDavid Sanborn
Centennial
and the

John Payne Band ... The best radio program you can hear currently is found Monday nights at 9 pm on 101.9 FM. The
station is WDET and the show is Leonard
King's Full Circle .. .
JUMPING AROUND TOWN ... Vance
Dennard presents the play To Lose An
Angel one night only at the Masonic Temple, Sept. 16 ... Ed Vaughn and the rest
of the folks at Detroit's Pan-African Congress have a very interesting program lined
up for the Black Family Day Festival at
the Belle Isle Bandshell Sept. 19,11 am
to 8 pm. Games, hair-braiding demonstrations, martial arts exhibitions, drill team
performances, and a spiritual unity rally
are just a few of the things happening ...
Local photographers should consider the
annual Michigan Photography Exhibition,
which happens for the seventh time this

erry Garcia of The Grateful Dead
year
Nov.
8-28 at the Scarab Club, that
album is ready to hit the streets any day
mysterious-looking building behind the
now (within a week or so). It's called
Detroit Institute of Arts. To get shown in
Songs In the Key of Life and will be a
the Exhibition you must enter between
double Lp plus, which means that it will
Oct. 25 and 30. Call 831-1250 for more
have an extra little record inside with four
info ...
additional songs on it. It's been delayed
The Grateful Dead return for a rare Detroit
almost a year, and although official word
concert Sunday, October 3 at the Cobo Hall
"YOU CAN MAKE IT IF YOU TRY
at Motown has always been that a finicky
Arena. The Dead , you will remember, are
Stevie Wonder just hadn't finished the. recthe original San Francisco "psychedelic rock'
ord, the Coat Puller knows that unsettled
DV Simon Frtth
band who made their very first appearanc
details related to Stevie's new 1 3 million
with
Like all
FROM THE SOUL BOOK
in the Motor City at the Grande
dollar contract also were a factor.
only one
successful indepen(Seymour Lawrence/Delta Books)
Ballroom in- August of
Everything is fine now, and
record, "Jamie," and
dent record labels at that
THIHD INSTALLMENT
1967, almost ten
the Lp has been
that
had
been
a
minor
success.
time, Tamla-Motown was a magnet
years ago...
certified
And there were Tamla-Motown releases
for local talent in its case mostly black Dethat had done nothing at all (and are, therefore, losl:
troit talent which previously hadn't had many outlets.
to history but how about Mike and the Modifiers' "I Found
Unlike most independents, Tamla-Motown also had a staff of writers and producers who could give black talent white pop appeal whether the
Myself A Brand New Baby" (1962) or anything from the Valodiers?).
To ensure continuing and permanent
"girl appeal" of Mary Wells and the
success in the pop business Gordy needed
Marvelettes, Ithe gospel appeal of Marvin
to do three things: to lead rather than
Gaye and the Miracles or the teet-moving
follow pop taste (Tamla-Motown, despite MF _ -JUsfcJM^-qf
^-9,
appeal of the Contours.
the number of wondrous records it had al^*r*»jsu.
Gordy had satisfied the first drive of his
ambition: he had three successful labels of
ready produced, was still essentially jumping on bandwagons of girl groups, the
his own as well as distribution deals with
other labels, such as Harvey Fuqua's Anna
Twist beat and so on); to find a star (the
Motown acts, whatever their number of
and Harvey. But he was still in the unstable
hits, were still only as successful as their
position of all independents: his survival
last record); and to establish a musical
depended on the continuing success of each
new single and, despite the past and the
base outside the singles charts. The crucial
years for achieving these ends were 1963
talents available, he couldn't be certain of
The Marvelettes
this-Eddie Holland, for example, had scored
and 1964.
(Continued next week)
The Contours

Stevie Wonder

From THE SOUL BOOK edited by lan Hoare. Copyright © 1975 by Simon Frith. Reprinted by permission of Dell Pub., Co./Delta Books/Seymour Lawrence Books.
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DCTROITS MICHAEL HENOCMSON~^~

OUT FRONT-.—. AND ON TOP

By Steve Holsey
month-and-a-half to record (in Detroit, at United Sound Studios), is an excellent debut entry, well-balanced and very
Up until recently Detroit's Michael Henderson, master
interesting. Henderson wrote all nine selections and proof the Fender bass, was one of the motor-music city's
duced and arranged the set as well.
seemingly unending number ofiunsung heroes the singThe material on Solid is varied though there is no coners, songwriters, producers, arrangers and musicians
ventional jazz, which is a bit of a surprise since it is wellwho for years, and without fanfare, have helped bring
known that Henderson spent nearly five years with the
out the best in others while remaining virtually unMiles Davis band. The jazz influence is there none-theknown to the general public. Well, as the writers of a
less, appearing in funky hard-driving dance-type tunes
Lou Rawls tune so adequately put it, "all things in their
("Make Me Feel Better" and the Wonder-ish "You Havtime."
en't Made It to the Top) and a pair of progressive funk (sciObviously, the time is rtow for Michael Henderson.
fi) instrumentals ("Time" and "Solid"). A lot of the muWithin the last two years or so the last few months
sic is out of the slow, mellow, romantic bag that was
especially Mike has seen his star rising as his amazing
Henderson's trademark with Connors, namely "Treat Me
prowess as a musician, singer, songwriter and arranger
has surfaced. Initially most of this new attention cenLike a Man"(recorded first by the Dramatics), "Be My
tered on a tune he wrote and sang (with Jean Cam) tiGirl," a new version of "Valentine Love" and an espectled "Valentine Love," which appeared on an album
ially enchanting and well-arranged "Stay With Me This
called Saturday Night Special, credited to drummerSummer." Finally, the uptempo and unusual "Let Love
band leader Norman Connors. Henderson's contriEnter" is a pure gem, one of the best songs created
bution was generally acknowledged as the high point
anywhere all year.
of what many considered to be an otherwise mediA staunch believer in Detroit ("It takes a
ocre pop-jazz album. That was 1975.
strong person to live here") and an advocate of
This year Connors used Henderson again,
utilizing this city's great musicians whenever
with even greater results: he's currently riding
j||
possible, Henderson carefully selected the
high on the national charts - soul, jazz and
<"^"
players he used on Solid. All Detroiters, they
pop - with You Are My Starship, an album
include Rudy Robinson, Rod Lumpkin and
that, as a whole thing, is at least ten times
Lester Williams (keyboards), Leslie Daniels and
stronger than its predecessor. The record was
.-•* Jerry Jones (drums), Bruce Nazarian and Mark
propelled to the top largely on the strength of
^ Johnson (synthesizers), Eli Fountain, Norma Bell
Henderson's input, the powerful "We Both Need
and Marcus Belgrave (horns), Maruga Sharma (perEach Other" (on which he sings with Phyllis Hyman)
cussion), Travis Biggs (strings) and Ralphe Armand the liltingly beautiful
^__^^_^^^^_
strong (guitar). Henderson
"You Are My Starship."
himself plays guitar, drums
Both are written by Henand of course, Fender bass.
"Black
people
must
"Vibes From The
derson and have been reHe also assists singing group
get to the heart of
Tribe is a searching,
leased as 45 rpm singles
Brandy and Rose Hendertheir roots, understand
pleading call for unity,
with the kind of results
son Williams with backthem and work with
dedicated to Black
record companies love.
ground vocals. To carry
them. I feel that muchildren of the uniThe problem with all
this love of Detroit's artissic
and
culture
are
valverse," reflects tromthis success is that the
try two steps further, the
uable vehicles for that
bonist Phil Ranelin,
album's cover photo is the
fruits thereof have been
purpose.
the creative genius bework of Henderson's charmreaped not by Michael
"The family is also very important in our human
hind the latest package of music from Detroit's artisting wife Katye, while famHenderson but by Norman
development and will play an important role in reachcontrolled Tribe Records.
ous Motor City photograConnors, whose name is
I became familiar with Phil's artistry through his
ing our goals. Therefore my music reaches out to my
pher General Laney did the
out front and who therefirst
LP,
The
Time
1$Now,
also
released
on
Tribe
Redaughters
Trudy and Tracy. This music is an expresback cover.
fore received virtually all
cords, and sets at jazz spots like Lowman's Westside
sion of love, an expression of the need to wake up
Interestingly, it was singof the credit, particularly
and get ready for unity."
Club, Formerly Alvin's, the Strata
ing that first caught MiBy Betty Holloway
outside of Detroit. Just
Gallery and the Showcase Theatre
A friend of mine commented
how out of hand things
chael's fancy and was his
that the music on this album is not
further acquainted me with Phil's
have gotten is illustrated
initial career aspiration. At
really avant-garde at least not in
remarkable style. His robust muby Connors recently comthe tender age of 1 3, howsianship, always fascinating to hear,
the way that term is thought of
ing in second in the "best
ever, his feelings were hurt
these days. "It puts you in touch'
has been described as "throaty" and
new male vocalist" cateby the owner of a small rewith reality," she said, and I have
"unruffled," and he is fast becomgory for 1976 in one of
cord company on Mack Aveing known as an important comto agree.
^
the weekly trade publicanue for whom he got up the
poser as well as a first-call instruListen closely to the lyrics on
tions. (George Benson was
nerve to audition. With a
"For The Children" (written by
mentalist.
number one.)
trace of bitterness in his
Phil)
and
"Wife"
(words
by
Ranelin,
Phil
has
come
a
long
way
since
To say that Henderson
voice he recalls, "I could
music by Wendell Harrison) and
his days in Naptown (Indianapolis),
did not appreciate this asing as good as anybody, but
check out the smooth, rhythmic
where he worked with jazz greats
ward would be an underhe said I wasn't singing from
quality
of
Phil's
voice.
The
title
Freddie
Hubbard,
Wes
Montgomery,
statement, but Connors is
my stomach. We had an argcut, "Vibes From The Tribe," ofJames Spaulding and Larry Ridley,
not accused of being any
ument, but of course, he
fers
a
lot
of
energy
to
soothe
and
all
of
whom
played
an
important
kind of villian by Henderowned the record company,
prepare you for a melodic and tranpart in shaping Phil's musical deson or anyone else what
so what could I do? It hurt
velopment.
quil experience.
has happened is not his
my feelings."
His.musical
history
in
Detroit
dates
back
to
the
Side
two,
"He
The
One
We
All
Knew,"
is
a
tribute
fault. Indeed, Henderson
Henderson, now 25, feels
late '60's, when he played trombone behind Stevie
to the eternal strength of the late great John Coltrane.
is given full credit for his
that Earth, Wind & Fire is in
Wonder,
the
Temptations,
and
other
groups
at
MoIt
features
members
of
the
Griot
Galaxy,
a
talented
contributions on the two
every respect the best group
town. He met Wendell Harrison in 1971 and with
group which has developed well-controlled improvialbums, but how many
on the music scene today, alhim created the Tribe Records label, functioning as a
sational movements to support and extend the work
though he is also in awe of
record-buyers read album
producers'
alliance
which
provided
an
outlet
for
local
of
the
composer
and
leader
of
the
date,
brother
Phil
the abilities of the Isley Brocredits? The words "feamusicians to express
Ranelin.'
thers and has deep respect
turing Michael Henderson"
their creativity and still
The gallant courage
for Sly Stone's enormous
also appear on the "Starhave control over the
and progressiveness of
contributions to progressive
Ship" single, but the seeds
marketing and distrimusicians like Phil RanR & B and rock music.
of confused identity seem to have already been planted.
elin, Wendell Harrison,
bution of their records.
He dislikes most "disco music" (Salsoul Orchestra,
A few months ago Henderson made a much-publicized
Like other midHarold McKinney, the
Silver Convention, etc.) and looks forward to its demise,
decision to sever his on-stage ties with Norman Connors
western musicians, Phil
Griot Galaxy, Kenny
identifying it as "music greatly lacking in substance."
and to stop recording with (for) him.
has chosen to remain
Cox, Marcus Belgrave,
Then too, he is anything but enthusiastic about the re"I feel like not confusing the public anymore," exstrong in his convictions and Barbara Huby just
cent advent of acts like Average White Band, Wild Cherplains Henderson, adding, "Anything I do from now on
rather than fall prey to
to name a few of the
ry, Boz Scaggs and K.C. and the Sunshine Band, who ofwill have my name on it instead of someone else's. I
the perils of commermany musicians appearwish Norman Connors the best. I'm sure he'll do okay."
fer their interpretation of black rhythm "n 1 blues with
cialism. I had the auing on this album repBut Henderson does not like to spend an undue
great success, not only on the pop charts but on the R &
dacity to ask Phil how
resents a creative bond
amount of time on the past. Currently he is excited
B charts as well. You don't have to press to get him to
his social consciousness
formed by musicians
in his customary controlled manner about his justadmit that he strongly suspects a "conspiracy" of some
affected his creativity
who have chosen to crereleased album on Buddah (same company as Connors)
sort.
.Goals? Michael Henderson mostly just wants to
in
producing
this
album.
ate
their own destiny.o
titled Solid, which is selling remarkably well in the Decontinue to make his own special kind of music and

VIBES FROM THE TRIBE
° PHIL RANEUN «

troit area, hovering near the Top 10 after only three
w"eeks in release. The album, which took about a

hopefully have it appreciated by the people. Few could
deny that his chances of doing-just that are "solid." O
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Now available at
BAD RECORDS
Green-8 Shopping Center
Oak Park, Ml

MICKEY SHORR'S
825 S. Woodward
Royal Oak, Ml

DETROIT AUDIO SYSTEMS
13110 W. McNichols
Detroit, Ml

SIMPSON'S RECORDS
14034 ]os. Campau
Hamtramck, Ml

DETROIT AUDIO SYSTEMS
1248 Washington Blvd.
Detroit, Ml

KENDRICK'S RECORDS
12828 Fenkell
Detroit, Ml

JOHNSON MUSIC
7626 Mack Ave.
Detroit, Ml
PROFESSIONAL MUSIC
20118W. 7 Mile Rd.
Detroit, Ml
ALL KORVETTES
RECORD DEPARTMENTS

DUMMY GEORGE
10320 W. McNichols 341-2700
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ETHEL'S COCKTAIL

fe
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7341 Ma ck Ave., Detroit, Mich. 48214 MJ\F\J L\\WMj CaM ( 313) 922-9443 or (313) J)25-3202
Tickets on sale at Alvito's Auto Wash, Johnson's Music Co. & Ethel's Cocktail Lounge.
Reservations must be made in person. Gip Roberts Comic M.C.

WatU Club
Mozambique
8406 FenkeU, at Northlawn

L

Tues. thru Sun., Sept. 14-19

Baker i
Keyboard Lounge
presents
Tues-Sun, Sept. 14-19

The Fabulous

Mr.Uanley
fuiwenfine
We Honor Credit Cards

3 Shows Nightly 9:30, 11:15, 1 a.m.
No Cover Tuesdays, Wednesdays and
Thursdays before 9 p.tn.
Closed Mondays

Livernoii at 8 Mite
Phone S64-11OO

Terri Pollard, the hard-swinging keyboard artist with the Jimmy Wilkins big
band, doesn't even own a piano. "I don't
make a big thing out of playing the piano,"
she says, "because I can't ever remember
not playing it. It's just as natural as
breathing ... I just play."
It is an unfortunate fact that there are
very few women in the ranks of accomplished jazz musicians, but Ms. Pollard is
one of the few who have made it despite
whatever prejudices exist.
A vibist as well as a pianist, Terri
won both the Downbeat and
Playboy awards in 1972 for
New Star on the vibraharp,
and has played with some
of the heaviest jazz talents in the U.S., including Count Basic, Elvin
Jones, Thad Jones, and
Yusef Lateef.
Terri never had any
formal musical training.
"My father played the
piano, and when I was a
baby he'd sit me-in his lap
while he played. They tell me
played 'Stardust' all the way through
at the age of two or three."
Terri was raised in Detroit (she lives
here with her family to this day), and Detroit vibist Milt Jackson was one of her
earliest inspirations. "I first heard Mi|t
play in the fifties, and I liked that sound.
I got an old vibraharp from someone I
can't recall who and I found it difficult
to play. Although, I have to admit, I

Little
Mack
Collins
DETROIT
BLUESMAN

still find it a bit difficult!"
Whatever problems she might have
with the vibes, thev weren't evident a
couple of months back at a jazz concert
at Masonic Temple that was part of the
city's bi-centennial Homecoming celebration. During an intense jam featuring
about twenty greats of Detroit jazz, including well-known vibist JackBrokensha,
Ms. Pollard helped make one of the night's
highest musical moments when she stepped up to the vibraphones and started
matching Brokensha lick for lick.
Terri began her public career
in the legendary Blue Bird
Lounge on Tireman in Detroit with the likes of Billy
Mitchell and both Thad
and Elvin Jones. She
toured with Terry Gibbs
for five years and also
joined the Birdland AllStars tour, playing with
Billy Eckstine, Sarah
Vaughan, Bud Powell,
Count Basie, Zoot Sims,
and Phineas Newborn.
Like so many of the Motor
City's finest jazz talents, Pollard did
a stint with the venerable Yusef Lateef,
and in 1965 she joined forces with the
popular Jimmy Wilkins Orchestra. She
has recently been contracted to do some
educational work at the University of
Pittsburgh and will be there in October to
lecture and perform in jazz clinics with
Elvin Jones and Clark Terry, o
Patricia Hughey

Phone 864-0240

Lighted and Guarded Parking Lot

Jazz
West
Swing Next
Door To

8418 FenkeU
Ave.,

Phone 341 -7II8

Live Show Until 6 pm
Breakfast Free w/ Admission

EDUTAINMENT!
Detroit'$ Host Complete
Entertainment Calender
With Your Subscription to The Detroit Sun

IUBICRIBE
IODAYI
CALL
961-)$**
September 17, 1976

Send me one year (52 issues). Enclosed is $10.
Send me 6 months (24 issues). Enclosed is $6
Send me 3 months (12 issues). Enclosed is $3

Send check payable to The Detroit Sun.
Box 1898, Detroit, MI. 48231.

STREET
ZIP.

f Kulchur/o Th* Detroit Sun

Saturday,
Sept. 25, 8 pm.
Hill Auditorium,
Ann Arbor

Tickets
$3, $4, $5
On sale at 10:00 am, Thursday, Sept. 16 at
Michigan Union Box Office. Also at School
Kids Records and both Discount Records, or
by mail with certified check or money order
(make checks payable to Eclipse Jazz) to:
COREA/BURTON,Michigan Union Box Office,
530 S. State, Ann Arbor, 48109. Information:
763-1107.
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Harbinger Dance Company
"All For One"

Aretha Franklin
Michigan State Fair
It's not provincial at alj to say
that Aretha Franklin is one of
the greatest female vocalists ever
to grace a stage or recording studio-she is known as the Queen
of Soul all over the world, and
those shimmering notes first practiced in father C.L. Franklin's
New Bethel Baptist Church have
probably raised .more "goose
bumps" since "Respect" than
fear of the atom bomb. When
Aretha is at the top of her form
her voice has the power of John
Coltrane's horn or Earth, Wind &
Fire's rhythm section.
The main music attractions at
the Michigan State Fair are, unfortunately, relegated each year to
an area which
doubles as a stockcar racing track
"The Grandstand,'
known for its
wind-swept dust
and dirt, hard concrete, and equallyhard bleacher
seats.

it) came next, creating new life
for David Ruffin's "Walk Away
From Love," a Barry White standard, and the Staple Singers' "Do
It Again." Throughout her set
she created surges of ecstasy
simply by waving to a friend or
fan, or dancing across the stage
in her own sexy-but-dignified
way, building into the current
crowd favorite, "Something He
Can Feel," and the closer, "Rock
With Me."

The need for an encore quickly became obvious as the ecstatic,
well-integrated crowd roared its
approval, and "Sister Re" treated
us with her own piano playing
this time, mashing
out a rollicking
"Mr. DJ"at the
concert grand. As
the band behind,
her rocked on
through to the
tune's closing chorus, Aretha joined
the Prima Donnas
(Pam Vincent,
Margaret Branch,
and Brenda Bryant)
at stage front for
some hard soul
shouting.
The stiff breeze
which blew across
the stage all night
must have robbed
Ms. Franklin of her
wind7 because she
clutched her side
, ., ..
just as the song
Aretha Franklin
was nearing

1

But all the discomfort was quick
ly forgotten when
Ms. Franklin's big,
tight band swung
into her intro after
Butterball.Jr.'s
classic greeting,
and Aretha's voice
suddenly came
from out of nowhere.
Singing on mike but hidden
from view, Aretha took all the
excitement caused by her hit record currently on the radio
("Something He Can Feel") and
this infrequent hometown appearance (she only gives one or two
concerts a year in the Detroit
area) and raised it to a fever pitch.
The fans finally got their release when she strutted out front
at last, the aptly-named Prima
Donnas close behind, singing her
funky trademark, "Respect."
The title tune from her current
Lp, Sparkle, followed and, sitting
in center stage, Aretha delivered
a touching "The Way We Were"
as good as you'll ever hear it.
"Soul Medley 76" (as she put

its orgiastic conclusion, the vic:
tim of what we heard later was
some kind of "singer's cramp."
Beating a hasty retreat backstage,
Aretha returned to take a reassuring bow, and the folks boomed
their appreciation.
Despite the concert's awkward
setting and the little surprise at
the finish, this return of Aretha
Franklin was another special,
satisfying experience for each
and every one of us who were
there, particularly since she shared a secret with us before leaving
she'll soon be starring in her
first film, playing the legendary
Bessie Smith. Best of luck, Re,
in that and everything else you
do!
Frank Bach

mass media.
A sparse but enthusiastic
Of course this isn't news to
crowd turned out for the "All
concerned persons, but it is time
For One" benefit at the Showfor all of us to start thinking
case Theatre Saturday night, witabout how lo change this deplornessing a series of performances
"able situation or else resign ourby several of Detroit's solidest
selves to standing by while everyartists in a concert which truly
thing we love in the arts falls
lived up to its advance hype:
apart. Detroit is a vanguard area
"Our Best For Harbinger"-the
as far as artist self-determination
Harbinger Dance Company, that
projects are concerned, and one
is.
giant step toward a solution to
The benefit, a genuine comthe problems of the indigenous
munity effort pulled together by
artistic community would be totHarbinger, Midtown Associates
al unity among the many disparand Probity Productions, was
ate elements of that community
meant to raise funds "we'd hopon issues involving the economic
ed to make a thousand dollars,"
Lisa Nowak (Harbinger's director) well-being of each and every
component member.
explained backstage-for the resiHarbinger may indeed prove
dent dance company's new home
and fall educational and perform- to be a forerunner in this regard
as it is generally with the imance program.
Beset by the economic depres- pressive demonstration of unity
and support which was the "All
sion which has hit the arts partiFor One" affair. Musicians Ron
cularly hard, Harbinger has lost
English and Ken Kellitt, All Dimost of its full-time members
rections, and Mickey's Pulsating
since the Detroit Community
Unit joined the Harbinger ComMusic School dispossessed the
pany and the Mime Ensemble ondance company this summer. Although a new home at 75 Victor stage, with the ceremonies-masin Highland Park has been locattered by the Chronicle's Brian
ed and prepared, the company's
Flanigan and yours truly, reprefinancial support must come
senting The Sun.
from the community which they
All Directions further donated
serve.
the use of its P.A. system (augmented by components provided
And that's you and me, dear
friends, because it'll be a while
by the Detroit Institute of Arts)
before they receive National Enand two of its members to run it
dowment for the Arts money
all night; Chris Jaszczak, Gary
(an application is in now, but the
MacDonald and the Probity staff
cash doesn't flow for a year or
donated the hall and the staging;
more). And there's always the
Marc McCulloch and Woody Milchance the NEA won't grant the
ler of Midtown handled the adfunds after all, Harbinger will
vertising and publicity, including
be Michigan's first NEA-supportthe production of materials; the
ed dance company if its applicaMayor's office sent Carol Camption is deemed worthy of approv- bell as an official emissary; Jenal.
nifer Pethick of the Metropolitan
This is a pitiful state of affairs, Detroit Dance Council volunteerbut it's standard procedure in
ed her services as winner-picker
the community arts world, where
struggling locally-based artists
have to create an audience for
Starmaking Machinery: The Odytheir work along with their art
ssey of An Album, by Geoffrey
and the means to support themStokes (Bobbs-Merrill)
selves with food, shelter and the
"In 1974 the $2.2 billion that
like. That goes for musicians,
Americans spent on rock records
painters, sculptors, poets, dancwas more than three times as much
ers, choreographers, and everyas they spent to see all the various
one but those fortunate enough
national pastimes football, hockto work the narrow band of popey, basketball, and baseball, both
ular artistry which is granted OK
college and professional added
status by the Euro-American
together."
Although you undoubtedly
know the value of music and records in your own life, the statement quoted above is an illustrafurther in Keisai Eisen's Tiger and
tion of just how- big a business the
Moon.
record industry is. The astonishLook closely at Renee Sintenis'
ing thing is that this industry reRunning Fox and swear it doesn't
mains virtually invisible.
move, jivaroland Frog Cup by
Most of the publications and
Kenneth Price is happy as a warm
people who write about and prorock while Tiepolo's Two Greymote pop music carry on as if
hounds shiver.
there's almost nothing that interFashion Notes for Goats by Mavenes between a yqung artist's first
honi Young, like a lot of the expicking up a guitar and his receivhibit, needs careful study look
ing a gold record, international
keen, sniff, ogle, get down on all
adulation, and all the coke he'll
fours, scratch behind the ears and
ever need.
howl at those truffle-smelltng pigs
These people are far more inin the forest.
tent on propagating myths than
And when you go, leave with
on enriching our understanding of
Manet's Raven in Flight, a whisp
reality. Geoffrey Stokes, a regular
of dark smoke out of Poe's latecontributor to the arts pages of the
night pipe.
Village Voice, is an exception,
The Peacable Kingdom will be
however, and his description of the
looking pretty, causing no trouble
"star-making machinery behind
or noise until January 9 r 1977
the popular song" is an invaluable
when it goes back to the cages.
service.
It's across from the Kresge Court.
Stokes arranges to take us on
Harald Habinski
his detailed tour by writing the

The Harbinger Dance Company at the Showcase Theater
Two members of the Mime
Ensemble, based at the Barn Theatre at Oakland University and just
off a summer-long tour with
the Michigan ArtTrain (supported
by the Michigan Council for the
the Arts), then danced and mimed a
19-minute number called "Wings,"
enthralling the audience and this
writer in the process. Ron English
offered an acoustic duo for the
evening's fare this time, displaying his unstinting virtuosity
and his
endless

for the Free Trip to Toronto drawing arranged by Midtown; and dozens of others who will remain uncredited contributed mightily to
the artistic success of the event.
Mickey's Pulsating Unit, featuring guitarist Mickey Stein, opened
the concert with a short, sweet set
of original and reworked standard
material, showing off their drive,
wit and intelligence throughout.
(They had to make a gig
at the Delta Lady
as soon as they
stepped off
stage.)

The Star Making Machine

The Peaceable Kingdom
Detroit Institute of Arts
"The wolf also shall dwell with
the lamb"-at least some of the
time and if you happen by the
Detroit Institute of Arts you'll see
Centaurs, Night Hawks, sad fish,
plaintive fish, man-headed fish
(courtesy of Redon) and every
other beast and fowl to be found
cohabiting nicely on the museum's
walls as part of The Peaceable
Kingdom Prints and Drawings
from the Permanent Collection.
If Audubon's huge, meticulous
bird prints can't be brought into
focus, try Fish by Matisse or Henri
Gaudier-Brzeska, done in lines so
fat and bold the ink's not dry yet.
Oshaweetuk's Eskimo Legend '
of the Owl, Fox and Hare prepares
the eyes and spirit for Durer's The
Great Horse and, for a change, The
Small Horse demon germanic visions that shift culture a few steps
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Commander Cody
biography of one album and how
it made its way from the practice
hall to the pop charts. The album
was to be the fifth for Commander
Cody and his Lost Planet Airmen,
a locally-originated, anarcho-rock'abilly aggregation with six years
touring experience and four Lps
already to their credit as the story
begins.
A "peoples' band," spawned
and grown to maturity during the
heat of the psychedelic era (first in
Ann Arbor, then in San Francisco),
the Airmen had always felt pretty
leery about the music industry,

but after years of enduring the
nebulous status of a "cult band"
they found themselves hungering
for a little real fame and recogni-,
tion.
George Frayne, the Commander
himself, was pretty much saying
it for all of them when he said,
"Before I stop this thing, I just
want to hear everybody saying,
'Oh yeah, Commander Cody,
they're the best band I 've ever
heard'."
None of the Airmen, however,
werejwilling to trade their self-respect for a hit, and this ambiva-

flow of ideas and feelings to great
effect. An unaccompanied "I
Surrender Dear" was the romantic's delight, and Ron's inspired
reading of Thelonious" "Blue
Monk" drove guitar fans, jazz
freaks, and everyone with ears
completely out of their nuts.
Thus the first half ended, with
Ron dashing across town to make
his gig backing up Gloria Lynne
at Watts' Club Mozambique. He
can also be heart! the rest of this
week in the orchestra forSe/rw
at the Music Hall.
Lisa Nowak opened the second
half with an appealing explanation of Harbinger's current problems before three of the company's dancers took the_stage to
present "Three in G." The lovely
Mitzi Carol sadly np longer a
member of the company, due to
its financial "plight and her equally accomplished colleagues
brought the message home like
nothing else could: Harbinger is
a necessary component of the cultural life of this community, and
it must be supported.
All Directions took the concert out and very far out too
with an open-ended set that
stretched way past midnight before landing gently on the exhilarated audience and kissing it
goodnight. This Ann Arbor-based unit has continued to develop
its soulful, spacey, always satisfying direction(s) over the past
two or three years and is now a
band well worth hearing anytime
it comes near you. In fact, one
might even enjoy travelling a
small taste to get next to themthe music is energetic, full of improvisation, tasty and roaring to
boot.
The Showcase audience
couldn't ask for any more by the
time All Directions finished, and
really, that's the way it went all
night. Too bad you missed it.
John Sinclair

lence creates an air of solid credibility throughout. (Stokes is hip
enough to emphasize that though
rock is a popular art and that the
star-making machinery is essential
to it, other artists choose to work
in a different, decidedly non-commercial context.)
As we travel along the star-making trail we meet and learn about
the current and historical roles of
managers, lawyers, producers, booking agents, concert promoters, radio station program directors, and
rock critics. We go into a modernday recording studio and see stepby-step how a record is made and
how much it costs. And we get inside Warner Brothers Records and
talk to dozens of the people whose
job it is to get us to hear their product.
The true seductiveness of
Stokes' work, however, is the manner in which he integrates this
wealth of information into the
continuing story of the band's career. The effect is almost novelistic.
'Star-making Machinery is ultimately'so good that one might be
tempted to call it an "expose" if
it weren't so deliberately understated. It is, in fact, exhaustively
researched, scrupulously fair, clear
as rain water, and, finally, a lot of
fun to read.
As far as I'm concerned, it is, to
this date, the definitive survey of
the record business.
-Bill Adler

Leon Thomas
and the next minute he breaks
out into a spacey yodeling that's
a direct line back to West African vocal sources brought up to
date and made to work perfectly
in the musical context of the
moment. He can sing so soft and
delicate that you'll swear Stevie

Wonder's "You Are the Sunshine
of My Life" was Leon's all along,
he can bellow like a moose, and
he knows when to rest and let
his very competent supporting
band (featuring Neal Creeque on
piano and Mervin Bronson on
bass) take things on out.
Thomas' new addition this
time around is the accomplished
young harmonica master Sugar
Blue (surprise of surprises!) who
hails from New York City and
records on the aptly-named Blue
Labor record label. Needless to
say, Thomas and band explored
the blues a lot during their stay
at Baker's, which made for some extremely interesting and colorful musical syntheses.
Our regrets to any up-andcoming vocalists who missed the
latest Leon Thomas appearance
at Baker's -don't forget to come
next time, and bring your notebooks!
Frank Bach

Sippie Wallace
the 70's by Bonnie Raitt"Woman Be Wise" ("keep your
mouth shut, don't advertise your
man"). She wrapped up the
t>lues segment with one of the
raciest versions of "Jelly Roll"
ever heard; "Loving Sam"; and
"Mama's Going Goodbye."
Pausing for a moment, Sippie
introduced a few gospel numbers
with a reference to her recent illness: "I had a stroke awhile back,
and now I'm getting better. And
most folks don't get better, so
I'm thankful to the Lord for helping me recover . . ." In a somewhat wearied but sincere voice
she knocked out "The Lord Will
Make a Way," "Precious Lord,"
and finally "What a Friend We

Have in Jesus."
To follow such a beautiful
and timeless talent as'Sippie
Wallace isn't easy, but the Mr.
Bo Blues Trio did a very respectable job, presenting yet another
interesting and entertaining
stratum of the Motor City's
deep blues scene. The organ/
keyboard-bass player and drummer (sorry, didn't catch their
narjies) jammed a bluesy intro
to bring on Louis "Mr. Bo"
Collins (brother of "Little Mack"
Collins) and his tight rendition
of the blues according to the
master, Mr. B.B. King.
With the trio nearly as full as
B.B.'s own big blues band, Mr.
Bo had no problems opening
with the intricate tear-jerker,
"I'll Never Love Again" ("for
the lovers," as Mr. Bo put it),
and jumping right into the raucous "(I'd Rather) Drink Muddy
Water and Sleep in a Hollow
Log." They also did the classic
"The Thrill Is Gone," a swinging
"Caldonia," "Evil" ("evil when
we're together, jealous when
we're apart"), and "Everybody
Lies a Little Bit."
Many, many thanks to the
folks at Compared to What? for
bringing us this wonderful lesson
in our living musical heritage
we loved every minute of it.
And we'll be back this weekend
to catch Shoo-Be-Doo, I can
assure you!-Peggy Taube

Faruk Abdul Malik
psychics, cool breezes, and east
side gangs and thangs were all
but turning flips from the high
energy music. It seemed to be
some kind of new "disco sound"
in that it disconnected all bad
thoughts about the Motor City.
The only high winds on this
pleasent day were from Patrice
Williams' flute solo, swirling

melodically together with Elrita's merciful bass clarinet in
Viking ll-like orbit. The thunder
and enlightenment caused by
Brother Abdul Jalil'salto saxophone was to be expected, while
the loping and subdued conga
playing of Brother Saleem provided more than enough gravity
for the violin section, which featured Brother Mansu from Pontiac.
Together with the continuously^
creative drumming of Abdul
Samad, creating sound of earthquake-like proportions, the double basses of Abdul Nur (left channel) and Brother Dauud (right
channel) did not let up plucking,
throbbing, and nearly causing
several cardiac arrests. It's a
wonder they didn't have a couple
of E.M.S. trucks standing by,
ready to deal with the situation.
So thank you, brothers, for
the apocalypse during this holy
month of Ramadan during Arabic
weekend in downtown Detroit.
Shoo-Be-Doo

Leon Thomas
Baker's Keyboard Lounge
Vocalist Leon Thomas has
seen work with everybody from
Count Basie to Pharoah Sanders
in the last twenty years and is
probably one of the most innovative singers alive today. As a matter of fact, both Leon (who looks
to be in his 40's) and Eddie Jefferson (in his 50's) were in town
last weekend at the same timeand it was embarrasingly obvious
that the two of them are still doing more with music than all of
the new young singers put together
Leon Thomas has always combined a lot of different elements
into his very unique style, and he
is still adding to the mix most
tastefully. One minute Thomas
will be shouting a blues in the
mold of the mighty Joe Williams,

Sippie Wallace
Mr. Bo
Compared To What
Surely one of the greatest
blues women of all time, Ms.
Sippie Wallace honored us with
her soulful singing last Friday
night at Compared to What?, the
little coffeehouse in Highland
Park's Trinity Methodist Church
at Woodward and Buena Vista.
Ms. Wallace must be in her
\
80's now, but the songs she
1
wrote many years ago still have t
their impact and relevance today *
songs about men and women and all the various degrees of
"love." She also has an incredible mastery of classic blues piano that simply has to be heard
to be fully appreciated.
Sippie started her first set
with three songs that quickly
established the brilliance of her
wit: "Adam and Eve (Had the
Blues)," "Loving You the Way
I Do," and "(I Love You But)
Your Ways I Can't Stand." The
small crowd was responsive, encouraging Sippie to carry on as
each tune ended/and she seemed
to spontaneously string a whole
list of songs together in response,
including-"Turn Any Way But
Loose," "Mighty Tight Woman,"
and the one that she wrote in
the late 20's made famous in

Griot Galaxy
Kern Block
Faruk Abdul Malik's Griot
Galaxy descended to earth
downtown amtd the various constituents of the Detroit comunity Saturday, September 4. The
band surprise! had been called
to perform at the Kern Block as
part of the Middle-Eastern festivities going on that weekend,
and there they were honking
madly underneath the skyscrapers along Woodward Avenue. As
the arkestra played, fun and excitement began to gel, and jnany
people, including the Shoob,
cancelled busses we'd planned to
catch as Faruk's fiery tenor saxophone signalled the eschaton
was about to occur.
Grouping gregariously around
the music of the Galaxy, the
spectators gaping, giggling, and
gaged by the music gladnesswere transformed into spiritual
oneness. Hence derelicts, motor
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Grover
Washington
Jr.

Sun. Sept. 26
8pm
Masonic Auditorium

Roy Ayers Marlena Shaw
.Ubiquity
dAir Tight
Orchestra

Tickets Available At: Hudson's
Masonic Aud., White Records
& Det. Audio
Ticket Price S5.50, S6.50, $7.50

Ptedetdi

GRATEFUL DEAD
«

A LIVE STATEMENT BY THE NOTORIOUS

ROYAL OAK THEATRE

LESLIE
WEST
with SPECIAL GUEST STARS

a Special^ eJkutsi

DUKE AND THE DRIVERS

SAT. SEPT. 25»7:30PM» 56.50 & $ 5.50
A COMEDY CONCERT

CHEECH&CHONG
FRI.OCT. !•

7:30 PM

• $6.50& $ 5.50

THE WORLD of STAR TREK
STARRING CREATOR

GENE RODDENBERRY

SAT. OCT. 23 & SUN. OCT. 24
12:30PM & 7:30PM

Sunday- Oct. 3,1976
8=00 Pm - COBO ARENA

$6.50 & $5.50

TICKETS AT THE THEATRE BOX OFFICE & HUDSON'S
DOVAI HAtfTUFATDF 4th St. at Washington
KUYMLUAK IMtAIKt Downtown Royal Oak

TICKETS: 5.50 6.50 7.50
AVAILABLE AT: THE COBO BOX OFFICE

Begin your Weekend
The Detroit
It used to be that Sun subscribers got the short end of the stick. If
they were lucky, their copy of The Sun arrived, oh, ten days or so after
the publication date, which made The Calendar good for lining the bottom of birdcages and not much else!
With The Sun's switch to weekly publication last issue, the popular
U. S. Post Office now sends out our subscribers' Suns the day they get
'em, just like the real thing. No more wailing and gnashing of the teeth.
No more missed gigs because the Calendar came too late. No more weekends sitting around wondering "what to do, what to do."
If you subscribe now, using one of our convenient payment plans, your
Sun will shine in your mailbox by Friday, just in time for the weekend.
The Detroit Sun we may not have it all-covered, but you're got to
admit .... we're trying!
Page 14
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Metro Detroit. Calendar

^Detroit
& Suburbs
Al Georges, 18458 James Couzons nr.
6 mile. Opus IV
All Around, 25621 Ecorse Rd., 2926838. Mon-Tues., Deep South,
Wed.-Sun., Jack Rainwater. $1.00
cover Fri.-Sat.
Alvaro's 1824 W. 14 Mile, Royal Oak
Wayne Harper Trio thru Sept.,
8:30 Mon.-Sat. No Cover.
A-Train, 28076 Grand River, Novi
348-2820. Wed.-Sat., The Dittilies
thru Sept.
Bruno's Lounge, 17323 Harper nr.
Cadieux, 882-2010. Detroit Blues
Band thru Sept.
Barnaby's Lounge, Middlebelt 2 blks.
n. of Ford Rd., Garden City, 4270102. Zoom thru Sept.
Baker's Keyboard Lounge, 20510 Livernois, 864-1200. Stanley Turrentine & Band, Sept. 14-19 9:30,
11:15,1:00. Cover $4.00per person
Belanger House, Main at 12 Mile, Royal
Oak. 548-8700. Harvest, Tues.-Sat.
Bob & Rob's, 28167 John R., Madison
Heights, 541-9213. Lenore Paxton
sings alone on Mon. & Tues; with
band end Don Fagenson on bass,
Wed-Sat., no cover.
Bobbies English Pub, 30100 Telegraph,
Birmingham, 642-3~7OO. J.C. Heard,
Wed.-Sat. thru Sept.
Bobbies Lounge, 15414 Telegraph,Redford, 531-0189. Sound Generation Tues.-Sat. $1.00 Fri.-Sat.
Brendan's Irish Pub, 34505 Grand
River, Farmington, 477-5090. Freeman Tucker Band thru Sept.
Bijou, Southfield Rd. at 13 Mile,
Southfield. 644-5522: Jim Jewhurst, Wed.-Sat. thru Sept.
Bogarts Lounge, 26355 Michigan Ave.,
West of Beech-Daly, Inkster, 2777651. The Sounds Inc. Cover
Wed.-Sat.
Community Music Series, 1st Unitarian
Church, Forest at Cass, 833-9107.
Sept. 19, Advocates Arts Committee. (Jazz & Bop style music) 8pm.
Clamdiggers, 30555 Grand River, Farmington Hills, 478-3800. Gary
Primo 'Mon.-Fri.,. 4-7; Bob Milne
7:30-11 thru Sept.
Compared to What, Trinity Methodist
Church, 13100 Woodward in Highland Park, 865-3440 / 893-0942.
Shoo-Be-Doo Sept. 17, Bob White
& Vince Sadowski Sept. 24, Bob
White Oct. 1.
Dee Jays Lounge, 52899 Van Dyke at
24 Mile Rd., Shelby Township,
731-6175. Box Lunch thru Sept.
D.B.'s, Hyatt Regency, Dearborn, 5931234. Sept. 14-18 Sarah Vaughan;
Sept. 20-25 Mel Torme; Sept. 27Oct. 2 Lou Rawles; Oct. 4-9 Bobby
Rydell; Oct 11-16 Billy Eckstine;
Oct. 18-23 Charlie Callas; Oct. 2630 Phyllis Oilier.
Delta Lady, Woodward, south of 9
Mile Rd., 545-5483. Sept. 17-23,
Satorie . No cover weekdays.
Dewey's Lounge, Michigan Inn, 16400
J.L. Hudson Dr., Southfield, 5596500. Struttin thru Sept. Showtime 9pm. No cover.
Desoppers, 12 Mile & Harper, St. Clair
Shores, 755-9192. Entourage thru
Sept.
Doug'sBody Shop, 22061 Woodward
bet. 8 & 9 Mile, 399-1040. Mon.,
Dr. Dick and his Good Vibes; Tues.Sat. Tommy Good and Plenty. No
cover. Fine food.
Driftwood Lounge, Grand River at
Inkster, KE5-6700. Cameldrivers
thru Sept.
Ethel's Cocktail Lounge, E. Mack east
of Grand Blvd. 922-9443. Sept. IB19 Deep Heat.
Francesco's 22302 Michigan Ave.,
Dearborn, 561-1655. The New
Medium Sept. 14-Oct.2.
Gino's Falcon Showbar, 19901 Van
Dyke at Outer Drive, 893-0190.
The Eye thru Sept.
Henry's Cocktail Lounge, 7645 Fenkell
341-9444. Please call for information.
Holiday Inn Lounge, Woodward in
Highland Park, 883-4550. Wed.Sat., Dave Hamilton thru Sept.
Inn Between, 3270 W. Huron, Waterford, 682-5690. Sept. 15-18 Dan
Schafer; Sept. 12-21, 26-28 Cher;
Sept. 29-Oct. 2 Travis.
Interlude Lounge, 5491 E. 12 Mile Rd.,
Warren, 751-4340. Jerry Libby &
Co., thru Sept.
Kings Row Showcase Lounge, W. Chicago at Meyers, 834-1260. Bluenotes Sept. 16-19.
The Library 37235 Groesbeck, Mt.
Clemens 1-465-6579. The I Band
thru Sept.
La Honda, 6340 Auburn Rd., Utlca,
739-1017. Jim Gold thru Sept.
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Living Room, 23307 Telegraph, 6767373. Kenny Miller & the Winding
Road. (Country-Western).
Leone's Lounge & Arcade, 2179 Fort
Park St. 3 blks. S. of Southfield,
Lincoln Part*, 382-9725. Sue Crystle Sept. 14-18, Ruby Jones Sept.
21-25.
Mardi Gras, Fullerton & Livernois,
931-3212. Sept. 17-19 Wild Disco
& Carolyn Crawford.
Music Station, Midtown Theatre, Canfield at Third: Sept. 17 & 18,
Marcus Belgrave & the Jazz Workshop; Sept. 24 & 25, Sam Sanders
& Visions.
Odeyssey, 27346 Ford Rd.,-dearborn
Hts. 278-8597. Mirah thru Sept.
Old Mills Attic, 5838 Dixie Hwy.,
Waterford, 623-9300. Jo Ann
Alien thru Sept.
Olde World Cafe, Pine Lake Mall, Orchard Lake at Lone Pine Rds.
Sept. 15-18, David Reske; Sept. 1921 Jan Eugenides; Sept. 22-25 Carl
Glover; Sept. 26-28 Jan Eugenides;
Sept. 29-Oct 2 Paul & Donna.
Power's Place, 30750"Little Mack,
Sunny Acres Golf Club, 293-1410.
Sept. 15-18, Eddie Powers Touch
System; Sept. 21, Cabaret of Magic;
Sept. 22-25, Eddie Powers Touch
System.

i*r__i. Ending
rr_j:_-, September
c_*»«,U A . 24,
^^ 1976
1 mz.
Week

'*

CONCERTS
^Detroit & Suburbs
Sept. 17: Temptations at Pine Knob.
Sept. 18: Reggae Show with Heat
Wave Express, Trinidad Brothers
Steel Band, Soulful Breed, Lily
Ferguson, at the Showcase with
West Indian food too.
Temptations at Pine Knob.
Sept. 19: Gino Vanelli with Chris
De Burgh at Masonic.
Detroit String Quartet at Orchestra Hall.
Sept. 23: Berlioz, Aldo Ceccato conducting at the Detroit Symphony
Orchestra at Ford Aud., 8:30 pm.
Sept. 24: Ron English with his 9piece Orchestra at U.M.-Dearborn,
R.O.C.
Sept. 25: Berlioz, Aldo Ceccato conducting, Detroit Symphony Orchestra, Ford Aud., 8:30 pm.
Leslie West & Duke and the Drivers at the Royal Oak Theatre,
7:30 pm.
Sept. 25 & 26: Motor City Music
Weekend at the Showcase; 25th,
Ron English & 9, Sam Sanders

and Vision, Thrust, Leo Lyons;
26th, Rockets, Sonics Rendevous
Band, Punks, Ted Lucas & Spikedrivers.

Sept. 26: Jazz Odyssey '76 with
Grover Washington Jr., Roy Ayers
Ubiquity, Marlena Shaw, and Air
Tight Orchestra at Masonic,
8:00 pm.
Sept. 30: Shostakovich, Stravinsky
conducted by Aldo Ceccato, Ford
Aud., 8:30.
Oct. 1: Cheech and Chong at the
Royal Oak Theatre, 7:30 pm.
Oct. 3: Gil Scott-Heron at the Showcase.
Grateful Dead at Cobo, 8:00 pm.
Oct. 5: Tommy Bolin at Ford.
Joseph Mayes, lute & guitar at
U.M.-Dearborn, Sisson Rm., 8pm.
Oct. 10: Black Oak Arkansas at
Cobo.
Oct. 23 & 24: The World of Star
Trek starring Gene Roddenberry
at the Royal Oak Theatre,
12:30 pm & 7:30 pm.

MOTOR CITY COLLEGE
Well, here we are once again with
our "edutational" observations
on the best live music in "Metro
politan Detroit and Greater Mich
igan," like the sign out front says.
I hope you found last week's
offerings stimulating-! certainly
did. As a matter of fact, I'm buz
zing so hard from all the music
last weekend that I almost missed
this class altogether! Good thing
I didn't, because we've got a lot
to cover this week too:
• The big news is Marcus Belgrave & the New Detroit Jazz En
semble affcoy Brooks' MUSIC
Station, now (as of last weekend)
comfortably ensconsed in Ron
Milner's Midtown Theatre, Third
and Canfield. The big band from
the Jazz Development Workshop
will fill the Station Friday-Satur
day, midVight to dawn
• "Back in Town" is the
word for Eddie Jefferson, the le
gendary vocalese innovator called
back to Dummy George's by pop
ular demand-this time for ten big
days starting Friday, Sept. 17.
Roy Brooks & the Artistic Truth,
with Kenny Cox, Cass Harris,
Vince Bowens and a cast of many,

' Sarah Vaughan

surround the master vocalist like
velvet around a gemstone
• The Blue Notes-reportedly saws Harold Melvin and Teddy
Pendergrass-show off their new
act at King's Row, West Chicago
at Meyers, Sept. 16-19
•The ever-changing Temp
tations, still trying to find a con
temporary pocket that both feerS
and sounds good, light up the
stars at Pine Knob, Sept. 17-18
• Classy, sassy Ms. Sarah
Vaughan woos the supper-club
set at db's in the Hyatt Regency
Hotel, Dearborn-Sept. 14-18
• Just as sassy and ever so
classy herself, Ms. Carolyn Crawford and her band hold down the
stand at B.J.'s Mardi Gras Lounge,
Livernois south of Davison.Uept.
17-19
• Sun reviewer (see The Vor
tex this issue) and maniac bassistcomposer-poet-bandleader Regi
nald "Shoo-Be-Doo" Fields takes
you out with a stellar Detroit jazz
unit Sept. 17 at the Compared to
What? coffeehouse, in the Trinity
Methodist Church at Woodward

and Buena Vista, Highland Park.
Dr. Doo and his crew are also
working the Perfect Blend in
Southfield, Mondays and Tues
days
• Detroit's own reggae roots
get a fine airing Sept. 18-at the
Showcase Theatre, of course-with
Horatio Bennett's Heatwave Ex
press, the Trinidad Bros. Steel
Band, the Soulful Breed, and Lily
Ferguson
• Look, out for tenor saxo
phonist Stanley Turrentine and
his quartet at Baker's Keyboard
Lounge, Livernois at 8 Mile, now
through Sunday
• Legendary pianist Vernon
"Boogie Woogie Red" Harrison- the east side's finest-continues to
treat the Blue Monday blues every
week at Ann Arbor's Blind Pig
Cafe, 208 So. First Street
•Coming: Sam Sanders &
Visions will kick off the Motor
City Music weekend at the Show
case Theatre Sept. 26, joined by
Ron English & 9, James Brown's
Thrust, and the Leo Lyons (fea
turing insanity's Bobby Franklin
on voice). . . followed Sept. 27
by The Rockets, Sonic's Ren
dezvous band, Ted Lucas & the
Spikedrivers, and Pontiac's no
torious Punks for an evening of
Motor City Rock & Roll-just
like the old days, huh kids? . . .
And Jazz Odyssey '76 will bring
Grover Washington back to Ma
sonic once again, this time with
vocalist Marlena Shaw and vibist/
vocalist Roy Ayers. Do your
homework! O
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cAnn cArbor
The Ark Coffeehouse, 1421 Hill St.,
761-1451: Every Wed., open mike
hootenanny, $.75; 9/1 7-18, Highwoods String Band, $3; 9/24-25,
Utah Phillips, $2.50.
The Apartment, 2200 Fuller Rd. (in
Huron Towers), 769-4060: New
Direction every Mon.-Sat.
The Blind Pig, 208 S. First St., 9944780: 9/15, All Directions; 9/1718, The Silvertones; 9/20, Boogie
Woogie Red; 9/22, Benson Drellis
Quartet; 9/24-25, The Tribe(41.50).
Cover $1 downstairs only Mon. &
Wed., $1 up & down weekends.
Blue Frogge, 611 Church St. (off South
Univ.), 995-5955: Dlsto Mon.-Sat.
Del Rio, 122 W. Washington St., 7612530: Every Monday lunch, guitarist Gale Benson, 12-1: 30;every
Sunday afternoon beginning at 5
pm, live jazz, free.
Mr. Flood's Party, 9/15, 22-25, Longhorn; 9/16-18, Country Folk; 9/19
& 26, Gwen & Kevin; 9/20, Eric
Bach; 9/21, Gemini; every Fri.
4:30-7:30, Mike Smith & His Country Volunteers, free.
Golden Falcon, 314 Fourth Ave., 7613548: Every Sunday, Benson &
Drellis Quartet; every Mon., II V I
Orchestra (15 piece jazz band);
every Wed., Headwind; every Thurs.,
The Silvertones; every Fri. & Sat.,
Melodioso. $1 cover.
Heidelberg, 215 N. Main, 663-7758:
Every Fri. & Sat., Mustard's Retreat
in the Rathskeller, no cover.
Jackson Road Logging Co., 2800 Jackson Rd. (in the Ramada Inn), 7690700: Disco every night except
Mon., $1 cover.
Page One, Arborland Shopping Center,
971-6877: Salazar nightly, $1 cover
on weekends.
Pretzel Bell, 120 E. Liberty, 761-1470:
Every Fri. & Sat., The RFD Boys.
The Roadhouse, North Territorial at
U.S. 23, 4 miles N. of Ann Arbor:
9/15, 17-18, Mojo Boogie Band;
9/22, 24 & 25, The Rockets. Open
9 pm-2 am.
Rubaiyat, 102 S. First St., 663-2401:
Every Fri. & Sat., Celebration; every
Tues. & Thurs., disco.
Sandlewood Lounge, 100 S. Fourth
Ave. (in the Ann Arbor Inn), 7699500: live entertainment nightly.
Second Chance, 516 E. Liberty St.,
994-5350: 9/15-19, Cimmeron
Show Review; 9/20-21, Sonics Rendezvous; 9/22, Luther Allison; 9/2326, Brainstorm. Cover weekdays $1
students/$1.50 others; weekends
$1.50 students/$2 others.
Westbank, 2900 Jackson Rd. (in the
Holiday Inn West), 665-4444: Live
bands and disco, no cover,
~~

Ypsilanti
Casa Nova Restaurant, 11 W. Michigan
Ave., 483-3027: Every Wed.-Sat.,
Carl Adams & Jerry Blackburn.
Huron Hotel & Lounge, 124 Peral St.,
483-1771: Disco nightly; Monday
is Greek night; Thurs., ballroom
dancing, no cover.
The Pub, 205 W. Michigan Ave., 4852573: Every Wed.-Sat., livemusic.
Spaghetti Bender, 23 N. Washington,
485-2750: Every Fri. & Sat., 9-1 2,
classical guitarist, Pete Miller; every
Sunday, 9-ll,Stoney Creek, no
cover, no minimum. Food till 12.
The Sure Thing, 327 E. Michigan, 4827130: Live rock bands nightly.
T.C.'s Speakeasy, 207 W. Washington,
483-4470: Every Sun., John
Jocques; every Mon. & Tues., Mike
Lebert; every Wed. & Thurs., Ty
Cool; every Fri. & Sat., Ty Cool &
Mark Hurst. No cover.

fEast Lansing

Peppermill Lounge, 8 Mile Rd., east
of Groesbeck, 526-4502. Peter
Damian, Wed. - Sat; Sept. 22, Tom
Powers for 2 wks.
Perfect Blend, 24901 Northwestern
Hwy., Southfield, 353-407O. Mon.
& Tues., Shoo-Be-Doo; Sept. 1519 Feather Canyon; Sept. 20-21,
Mickey's Pulsating Unit.
Playboy Club, 20231 James Couzens,
So. of 8 Mile Rd., 863-8855.
A Touch of Vegas, thru Sept.
Poison Apple, 38418 Ford Rd., Westland, 326-3500. Riot and Scandles
thru Sept.

Rapa House Concert Cafe, 96 E. Fisher
Fwy., 961-9846. After Hours Jam
Sessions, Sat. 2-6am.
Raven Gallery, 29101 Greenfield,
Southfield, 566-2622. Sept. 1426 Mirabai. Cover $3.50.
Red Carpet, 16427 E. Warren, at Outer
Drive., 885-0570. Sept. 15-19
Rusty Days Citizens Band; Sept. 20
-21 Ted Lucas.
Roostertail, 100 Marquette at the river.

823-2000. Sept. 10-19. Springfield
Sept. 21-Oct, Jubilation, starring the
many moods of Paul Lochrico.
The Starting Point, 25060 Southfield
Rd. cor. of 10 Mile, 557-5075.
Sept. 18-18, Baraboo; 20-25, 27Oct. 2, Air Tight.
Shorecrest Lounge, 23117 Harper, St.
Clair Shores, 776-3033. Sept. 17Oct. 3, Riviera's; Sept. 11-Oct. 10,
Danny Woods.
Stock Exchange Lounge, 27554 W.
"Warren. W. of Inkster Rd., 2617130. T. B. Conspiracy.
Studio Lounge, 6921 Wayne Rd., Westland, 729-2540. Sept. 14-19, 2126, Fourth Chapter.
Tod's Gatsby Room, Woodward at
Square Lake Rd., Bloomfield Hills,
338-0327. The Showcasemen thru
Sept.
Tipperary Pub, 8287 Southfield, 2715870. Jim Perkins & the Tipperary
Aires.
Top of the Pontch, Pontchartrain Hotel,
downtown, 965-0200. Mel Ball &
Colours. Tues.-Sat., No cover.

',« Kulchur/O The Detroit Sun

Trio at Franklin Place, Northwestern
Hwy. at 12 Mile, 358-1860. Bobbie
Laurel Trio.
Union St. One, 15016 Mack, Grosse
Pte. Park, 331-0018. Sept. 17-18,
Gregg Bar; Sept. 19, Robin Morgan;
Sept. 20, Aurel Roy; Sept. 21, Roy
Kamalay; Sept. 22, Stanley & Hollars; Sept. 23, Jan Eugenides.
Viking Lounge, 179 S. Gratiot, Mt.
Clemens. 1-463-0410. Sept. 9-25,
Coat of Arms.
Vineyards, Franklin at Northwestern,
Southfield, 357-2579. Tues.-Sat.,
Ursula Walker, Matt Michaels, and
Jack Brokensha.
Watts Club Mozambique, Fenkell at
Northlawn, 864-0240. Sept. 14-19,
Roy Ayers; Sept. 21-26, Ronnie
Dyson.
Westside Six, 24052 W. McNichols, Vz
blk. W. of Telegraph, 255-0135.
Wed.-Sun., White Wolf; Mon.-Tues.,
Salem Witchcraft.
Windjammer, Plymouth at Farmington
Rd., Livonia, 422-7155. Eddie Kay
Fri.-Sat.

Olde World Cafe, 211 M.A.C. Ave.,

East Lansing, (517) 351-3535: 9/17,
Jim Spillaine; 9/18, Barry Bros.;
9/19, Dennie Byrum; 9/20, Terry &
Bobbie; 9/21, Barb Bailey; 9/22,
Joel Mabus; 9/23, Sally Rogus; 9/24,
Bob & Larry; 9/25, Barry Bros.;
9/26. Joel Grifka.
Hobies, 930 Trowbridge, E. Lansing,
(517)351-3800: Sept. Sun. 12-1926, Joel Mabus; Mon. 13-20-27, Roy
Kamalay; Tues. 14-21-28, Joel
Grifka; Wed. 15-22-29, Northern
Lights; Thurs. 16-23-30, Bob Bailey;
Fri. 17, John Campbell; Sat. 25,
Schrieber & Pinkney.
Lizard's Underground, 224 Abbott Rd.,
E. Lansing, (517) 351-2285: Satchel Page Band (Blues & country
swing). Sept. 15-18.
Silver Dollar Saloon, 3411 E. Michigan
Ave., E. Lansing, (517) 351-2451:
Sept. 14-19, Phoenix; Sept. 20-26,
Cazmir; Sept. 27-Oct. 3, Airbus.
Peanut Barrel, 521 E. Grand River, E.
Lansing: Sept. 15-19, Orange Lake
Drive (formerly Lothlorlan).
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(Detroit & Suburbs
Thosewishing to tour any of the facilities listed
should write or phone in advance for details on
length of tour, availability of tour on any particular date and restrictions on age or group size.
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Detroit Free Press, 321 w. Lafayette (222-6888
or 222-6415). Tour of editorial & production facilities. Group tours by appointment
only.
Detroit Metropolitan Water Department, 11000
E. 8 Mile Rd. (371-2525). Water filtration
plant. One-day notice for up to 10 persons,
two-week appointment for 11 to 35 persons.
Min. age, 12 yrs. Also waste water treatment
plant at 9300 W. Jefferson (842-1900).
Detroit Tonight Tours: Tour offers a complete, fully-escorted night out on the
town aboard an English double-decker
bus, featuring cocktails, hors d'oeuvres,
dinner and entertainment at two or three
of downtown's finest establishments.
There are also daytime tours and a restaurant lunch stop. Advance reservations
required. 300 W. Lamed tacross from
Cobo Hall). 961-5180.
Fair Lane Center: Former home of automotive pioneer Henry Ford, the 56 room mansion is open for tour on Sunday, 1-4:30
pm. On the campus of University of
Michigan-Dearborn, 4901 Evergreen between Ford Road aod Michigan. 2712300 Ext. 343.
Ford Rouge Plant, Dearborn. Tours of Mustang
II assembly line & hot strip steel mill begin
at Ford Guest Center on Village Road between Oakwood * Southfield Fwy. opposite
Greenfield Village. Call (322-0034) for
schedules & arrangements or^write Guest
Relations, Ford Guest Center, 20800 Oakwood Blvd., Dearborn, Mich. 48121.
General Motors Technical Center, 12 Mile &
Mound Rd., Warren (575-0334). Guided 50
mm. tours of GM's unique research & development facilities include grounds. Design
& Research staff bldgs. & 3 special exhibit
tents. Mon.-Sun. (10 am-5 pm). Groups of
10 or more by appt. June 1-Sept. 7.
Greenfield Village-Henry Ford Museum,
Henry Ford's famous outdoor and indoor
museum of Americana, a showplace of
America's past from colonial times
through the early twentieth century.
Hours: 9 am-5 pm weekdays, 6 pm
weekends. Oakwood Blvd. (one-half mile
east of Michigan Ave.) Dearborn. It can
be reached via 1-94 or Southfield X-Way.
271-1976 and 271-1620.
Meadow Brook Hall, Oakland University, Rochester (377-3140), 16th Century Tudor-style
mansion. $3.50, $2 under 12 & sr. citizens.
Group rate for more than 20 afternoons,
more than 30 in eves.
Stroh Brewery. 909 E. Elizabeth (961-5840).
Beer-maJ<ing & bottling. Thru May, weekdays (10:30 am & 2pm). June-Sept.: weekdays, hourly (11 am-3 pm). Max group 15.

Windsor
The Art Gallery of Windsor: New museum
converted from abandoned brewery, featuring finest works by Canadian artists.
Graybiel, Royal Ontario Museum & child" ren's galleries, sculpture terrace, cafeteria.
Unique gift shop. 445 Riverside Dr. West.
Double-Decker Bus Tours. Bessie and Bertie,
authentic old English buses, tour major
points of interest in Windsor. Tours leave
Dieppe Park on Ouellette & Riverside Dr.
7 days a week. Adults $2, children $.75.
Jackson Park Sunken Garden. Natural beauty
of extensive gardens glow at night from 400
ornamental lights in flower beds and shrubs.
Fountains with underwater lights, sculpture
"Coordination" and Lancaster Memorial
Bomber decorate grounds. Tecumseh and
Ouellette.
Point Pelee National Park. Long, partially
wooded peninsula is southernmost point of
Canadian mainland extending into Lake Erie.
3,859 acres, with beaches, fishing areas, picnic facilities, boardwalks, camping grounds,
nature trails, forests and one of a few remaining fresh water marshes in North America.
Array of plant-life from cacti to tropical,
migration flyway for birds and monarch
butterflies. East of Leamington on Highway
No. 3.

fEVENTO
Detroit Antique & Collections Show Sale:

Write Mary A this week for details
at Thomas Jefferson College
of the Grand Valley State Colleges
Allendale, Michigan 49401
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Sept. 16-19. 1 pm to 11 pm daily except
Sun. 1 pm to 9 pm, Light Guard Armory,
4400 E. Eight Mile, Detroit, Admission.
Phone 823-2233.
Disco Fashion Concert Magic Porte': Jazz
East, Gratiot at Holcomb, featuring
Thrust, also The Austin Models. Sept.
19, 5-9 pm. $4.00 in advance, $4.50 at
door. 865-8457. 9-6.
Grand Rapids Public Museum: Sept. 11-Oct.
17, Quilts, Sept. 19-Nov. 14, "122 Years
of Collecting". Mondays through Fridays.
10 am to 5 pm. Sat., Holidays, 2 pm to
5 pm. 54 Jefferson, S.E., Grand Rapids.
(616) 456-5494.
Grape and Wine Festival: Paw Paw, Michigan,
Sept. 16-19.

Ringling Bros, and Barnum & Bailey Circus:
at Olympia Stadium, Sept. 21-Oct. 3.
Tickets $6.50, $5.50, $4.
Ypsitanti-Eastern Michigan University: Kappa
Karnlval '76 Tsa Talent Show, Beauty
Pagent, Rides, Games. Sept. 24, 7 pm3 am, Sept. 26, 11 am-6 pm. Disco Fri-Sat.l
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(Detroit & Suburbs
Detroit Film Theatre at the Art Institute, two shows nightly, 7 & 9:30:
Sept. 17, "Zandy's Bride"; Sept. 18,
'The Lady Vanishes";Sept. 19,
"Touch of Evil"; Sept. 24, 'The
Iceman Cometh"; Sept. 25, "California Split"; Oct. 1, "Castle of Purity"; Oct. 2, "Pickpocket"; Oct. 3,
"A Bird That Sings."
U of M-Dearborn Films: Room 179
E.L.B. Admissions $1.00; American Film Series: Wed,-Sat., 9:45
pm;Sun. 6:30 pm, Sept. 15-19,
"Bananas"; Sept. 22-26, "The Last
Detail"; Sept. 29-Oct. 3, "Young
Frankenstein". Foreign Film Series:
Wed.-Sat. 7:30 pm;Sun. 4:30 pm:
Sept. 15-19, "Swept Away"; Sept.
22-26, 'The Passenger"; Sept. 29Oct. 3, "Last Tango In Paris."
Royal Oak Public Library Sound Film
Series, 222 E. 11 Mile, FREE, 6:30
pm: Sept. 23, "Stairway To Heaven" with David Niven; Sept. 30,
"Open City" with Anna Magnanl;
Oct. 7, "Farewell To Arms" with
Gary Cooper, Helen Hayes.
Ramona Theatre, 13705 Gratiot nr. 6
Mile, 527-4110. Sept. 17-19,
"That's Entertainment-Part II" and
"The Return of the Pink Panther",
$1.00 admission. Live music coming
soon.
"Skyriders" & "Moving Violation",
Alger, Alien Park, Calvin, Camelot,
Carousel, Farmington 4, Macomb
(Mt. Clemens), Parkway, Punch &
Judy, Showboat, Taylor Cinema,
Terrace, Universal City.
"Don't Open The Window", Adams,
Norwest, Beacon East, Royal Oak,
Northgate, Showcase (Sterling Hts.).
"Sparkle" & "Black Belt Jones", Fox.
'Tunnel Vision" & "A Boy and His
Dog",Old Orchard, Towne, Eastland, Parkway, Wyandotte Annex,
Movies (Fairlane), Quo Vadis,
Miracle Mile, Movies (Lakeside),
Showcase (Sterling Hts.).
"Seven Beauties" & "Swept Away",
- Studio 4, Birmingham.
"Silent Movie", Americana, Alien Park,
Showcase (Pontiac), Terrace, Movies (Fairlane), Movies (Lakeside),
Warren (Cinema City).
"Hot Potato" & "5 Fingers of Death",
Madison.
'The Groove Tube", "Flesh Gordon",
& 'The Cheerleaders", Pontiac,
Van Dyke.Wayne Drive-ins.
'The Great Scout and Cathouse Thursday", Abbey, Macomb Mall, Dearborn, Pontiac Mall, Tel-Ex Cinema,
Gateway (Sterling Hts.), Radio City,
Universal, Livonia Mall, Showboat.
"MUrder By Death", Carousel, La Parisien, Somerset Mall, Americana,
Farmington 4, Movies (Lakeside),
Southgate, Beacon East, Gateway,
Showcase (Pontiac).
"St. Ives", Livonia Mall, Showboat,
Tel-Ex Cinema, Palms, Movies (Fairlane), Showcase (Pontiac), Warren
(Cinema City), Bloomfield, Quo
Vadis, Showcase (Sterling Hts.),
Woods.
"In Search of Noah's Ark", Farmington
4, Main (Royal Oak), Tel-Ex Cinema, Westborn.
"And Now For Something Completely
Different" & "If", Cabaret.
'The Pom Pom Girls", Kingswood,
Gratiot, Tel-Ex Cinema, Algiers,
Michigan, Wyandotte Main, Grand
River, Troy.
"Drum", Grand Circus, Mercury.
"Logan's Run", Abbey, Livonia Cinema,
Showcase (Sterling Hts.), Macomb
Cinema, Southland, Bel Air, Dearborn, Quo Vadis.
"Harry & Walter Go To New York",
Eastland, Old Orchard, Southland,
Macomb Mall, Pontiac Mall, Dearborn, Movies (Prudential Ctr.), Quo
Vadis.
'The Rocky Horror Picture Show",
Towne beginning Sept. 29.
"End of the Game", at specially selected theatres, beginning Sept. 22.
"Breaking Point" & "Fighting Mad", at
theatres and drive-ins, beginning
Sept. 15.

cAnn tArbor
Ann Arbor Film Co-op. Aud. A Angell
Hall or Modern Languages Bldg.,
U of M. 769-7787: Showtimes 7 &
9. adm. $1.25. 9/15, "I Vitelloni"
(1953, Federico Fellini) 7 only, "La
Strada" (1954, Federico Fellini) 9
only; 9/16, "Blow-Up" (1966, Antonioni); 9/17, "Harold & Maude"
(1971, Hal Ashby) 7 & 10:30, "The
Wrong Box" (1966, Bryan Forbes)
8:45 only MLB 3, 'The Night of
the Following Day" (1969, Hubert
Cornfield) 7 only, "Viva Zapata"
(1952. Elia Kazan) 9 only MLB 4;
9/18. "Shampoo" (1975, Hal Ashby) MLB 3, "Spellbound" (1945,
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Showtimes 7 4 9:O5, adm. $1.25;
Alfred Hitchcock) 7 only, "North
9/15, "Smiles Of A Summer Night"
By Northwest" (1959, Hitchcock)
(Swedish, 1955, Ingmar Bergman);
9 only MLB 4; 9/19, "Closely
9/16, "Birth Of A Nation" (1915,
Watched Trains" (Czech, 1966, Jiri
D.W. Griffith) silent, 7 & 10; 9/17 i
Menzel) 7 & 1O;30, "Intimate Light18, "Swept Away" (Italian, 1975
ning" (Czech, 1965, Ivan Passer)
Lina Wertmuller); 9/19. "Ugetsu
8:45 only MLB 4; 9/21, "Les En'(Japanese, 1953, Kenji Mozoguchi);
fants Terrible" (French 1949, Jean9/21, "Zabriskie Point" (1969,
Pierre Melville) 7 only The Milky
Antonioni); 9/22, "Brink of Life"
Way (La Voie Lactee) (French,
(Swedish, 1957, Ingmar Bergman);
1969, Luis Bunuel) 9 only Aud. A,
9/23, "Seventh Seal" (Swedish
"King of Hearts" (1967, Philippe de
1956, Bergman); 9/24, "Klute
Broca) MLB 3; 9/22, "Singin" in the
(1971, Alan Pakula); 9/25, "MurRain" (1952, Stanley Donen &
mur of the Heart" (French, 1971,
Gene Kelly); 9/23, "MacBeth"
Louis Malle); 9/26, Hiroshima
(1948, Orson Welles) 7 only. "FalMon Amour" (French, 1959, Alain
staff" (1966, Orson Welles) 9 only
Resnais).
Aud. A; 9/24, "Psycho" (I960,
Alfred Hitchcock) 7 & 10:30, "Le
Cinema II, Aud. A Angell Hall, U of
Boucher (the Butcher)" 8:45 only
M, 769-7787: Showtimes 7 & 9,"
MLB 3; 9/25, 'The Point" (1970,
adm. $1.25, 9/17, 'The Killing of a
Fred Wolf) 1:30, 3 & 4:30, "The
Chinese Bookie" (J975, John CassaFour Musketeers" (1975, Richard
vettes); 9/18, "Don't Look Now"
Lester) MLB 3, "Swingtime" (1936,
(1973, Nicholas Roeg); 9/19, "Fata
George Stevens) 7 only, "Gold DigMorgana" (German, 1970, Werner
gers of 1933" (1933, Mervyri LeRoy)
Herzog); 9/24 4 25, "Seven Beau9 only MLB 4.
ties" (Italian, 1975. Lina WertmulCinema Guild, Old Architecture Aud.
ler); 9/26, "Muriel (French, 1963,
(Tappan & Monroe), 662-8871:
Alain Resnais).

We're ready to take off on 53 Free Trips this
week so let's start right in: With fall coming on
so fast let's take the out-of-doors trips while we
can, including the Nature Center and Trails at
the Metroparks Stoney Creek, Kensington and
Oakwood along with all the fun at Belle Isle
the Giant Slide, Aquarium, pony rides.-Conservatory, Great Lakes Museum,
Childrens Zoo and vast playgrounds and picnic sites....
On Sept. 19 there will be a
Black Family Day Festival on
Belle Isle with a rally, demonstrations, discussions and
games, all in honor of Marcus
Garvey, from 11am to 8pm
. . .also some outside fun
'downtown: on the 20th it's
Munch 'n Music at noon in St.
Antoine Park; on the 21 st, an
Art Market on the Kern Block;
the 22nd brings "Food For The
Soul" with music and entertainment
all dayat Harmonie Park; and another
Munch 'n Music on the 23rd at Kennedy
Square. All day long on the 17th & 18th you
can take the kids for an elephant ride at the
Wonderland Center for a mere 25 cents.
Other sights to see include the fabulous Cultural Center with a bunch of different things to
see and do: the lecture series at the Art Institute
includes Linda Downs speaking on 15th-century
German paintings on the 17th and Susan Rosen
discussing "Love Flight of a Pink Candy Heart,"
American paintings of the 30's. There's also
The Peaceable Kingdom on exhibit (see the Vortex this issue). Also check out the old-time
streets of Detroit at the Historical Museum, the
children's displays at the Science Cent.er and
Your Heritage House, the Main Public Library
and the International Institute. In that same
area is the W.S.U. Walter P. Reuther Library
with an exhibit titled "Michigan and The World
of Work-" showing the various means Michigan-

*

THEATRE

(Detroit & Suburbs
'The Night Thoreau Spent in Jail", by
Jerome Lawrence & Robert E. Lee
at Will-o-Way Repertory Theatre,
775 West Long Lake Rd. in Bloomfield Hills. Fri.-Sept. 17-Sat. Sept.
18. Curtain: 10pm. 644-4418.
"A Touch of Spring", comedy by Samuel Taylor, curtain time: 8:30, Fri.
Sept. 24-Sat. Sept. 25 at the WIII-OWay Repertory Theatre, 755 West
Long Lake Rd., in Bloomfield Hills.
644-4418. Four week run.
Aladdin, a new musical fantasy for
children featuring the world life-size
marionettes, presented by the producers of the popular Pinocchlo, at
the Fisher Theatre. Opens Mon.,
Sept. 27 at 1 pm only. Tues.-Fri.
10:30 am-l pm.Sat. 11 am-l:30 &
4 pm.Sun. 1 pm-3:30 pm. $3.50,
$2.50, $2.00.
Carnaval Do Brazil, at the Fisher Theatre direct from Rio, a resplendent

ders have used to earn their livelihoods. The
Walter P. Reuther Library is located at Cass and
Kirby.
Other amusements are an antique show at the
Somerset Mall in Troy, the Fall Rose Show, Sat.
& Sun. at the downtown Mall in Kalamazoo; the
Arts & Apple Festival at the Rochester Civic Center on Sept. 23-26; the exhibit of
"Quilts" at the Grand Rapids
Public Museum on Jefferson.
There is also a demonstratibrT
on Food Drying Techniques at
Kitchen Glamor on Grand River this Friday, call 537-1300.
Check out the music and
events at the last Ethnic Festival of the season-the International Festival Sept. 17-19
on the riverfront.
There are free films every "
Thursday at the Royal Oak Public
Library with "Stairway to Heaven"
on the 23rd at 6:30 . . . There is always
a different tour going on too, so call up
and plan one for yourself and some friends:
DetroitMetro Water Dept., 371-2525; Henry
Ford's Rouge Plant, 322-0034; GM's Tech Center,
575-0034; Stroh's Brewery, 961 -5540; Hiram Walker Distillery in Windsor, 254-5171; the NBD Money Museum at Fort and Woodward; Detroit Free
Press, 222-6888; Detroit Sun, 961-3555.
To slow things down a bit you might want to
catch the International Movie Marathon on Channel 56, it starts on Sept. 25 at 2pm and continues
for 28 straight hours, showing 15 different movies
. . . also, on weeknights at 7:30 beginning the 20th
for 2 weeks is "The Dawn of Laurel and Hardy,"
with the old time comedy team, on Channel 56.
For a real crack-up time, watch Mary Hartman,
Mary Hartman every night at 11:30 on Channel 2
. . . For a mellow enjoyable evening of music,
listen to the Full Circle show with Leonard
King every Monday night at 9 pm on WDETFM, 101.9. 0

FREE TRIPS
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panorama of folklore expressed in
songs and dance. Tues.-Sat., 8:30
pm, Sun. at 7 pm. Matinees Sat. and
Sun. at 2 pm, $5-$12, thru Sept. 19.
"Seasons Reasons", by Ron Milner at
the renovated Midtown Theatre on
Canfleld, Thur-Sun., beginning Sept.
15.
"Selma", held over at the Music Hall
with Tommy Butler starring and directing the story of Martin Luther
King, also starring Kim Weston and
LaVerna Mason, thru Sept. 19.

c4nn cArbor
"Five On The Black Hand Side" at
Trueblood Theatre, U of M, 8:30
pro, Fri. & Sat., 9/17-18 and 2 pm
Sun., 9/19, ticket info. 764-0450.
"A Little Night Music" Sondheim's
hit musical in the Power Center
Sept. 24-26, PTP ticket office 7635213.

(RADIO
WJR-AM, 760, Middle of the road.
WWJ-AM, 95O, Ne\vs & information.
WCAR-AM, 1130, All news.
WXYZ-AM, 1270, Contemporary.
WJLB-AM, 1400, Spiritual-jazz, am/
Soul pm.
WSDS-AM, 1480, 6 am to Sunset/
Modern Country (Sept. 7:45).
WDEE-AM, 1500, Detroit's modern
country.
CBEF, 540, Windsor, local & network.
WHND, 560, Monroe, oldies/classic gold.
CKWW, 580, Windsor, contemporary
middle of the road,
CKLW-AM, 800, Windsor, contemporary rock.
WCHB-AM, 1440, Inkster, disco.
WPON-AM, 1460, Pontiac, middle of
the road.
CBE-AM (CBC), 1550, Windsor, M.O.R.
/network.
WXOX-AM, 1250, Bay City, contemporary country.
WNIC-AM, 131.0, Dearborn, easy listening.
WEXL-AM, 134.0, Royal Oak, inspirational (gospel).
WBRB-AM, 1430, Mt. Clemens, adult
contemporary.

CJOM-FM, 887, Windsor, very middle
of the road.
WIQB-FM,103, Ann Arbor, rock station.
WIOT-FM, 104.7, Toledo, white rock.
WIID-FM, 109.0, Garden City, hourly
ethnic shows.
WQRS-FM, 105.1, weekdays/classical,
weekends/ethnic, folk, big band.
WSHJ-FM, 88.3, top 40/progressive (begins Oct. 4).
WWJ-FM, 97.1, beautiful music.
WMZK-FM, 97.9, foreign language.
WSPD-FM, 89.3, Toledo's commercial
station.
WUOM-FM, 91.7, U of M classical &
iazz.
_
WCAR-FM, 92.3, 24 hour news.
WDRQ-FM, 93.1, mostly rock/am
housewives, pm teens.

fDISCOS
BEN'S HI-CHAPPARAL, 6683 Gratiot,
923-0601 Disco every night.
BOGART's 26355 Michigan Ave.,
Inkster, 277-7651. Disco every
Night.
BOOGIE DOWN LOUNGE, 9933
Greenfield (betw. Chicago and Plymouth) 835-5811. Open every
night.
BERT'S BLACK HORSE Saloon,
8239 Gratiot Nr. Van Dyke, 9213739: Disco Thurs-Sat., Paco, D.J.
CLUB FEVER, McNichols at Woodward, 867-9568.
CORAL GABLES, 2245 N. Woodward, Berkley, 398-7333. Tues.Sun., Terra-Nova.
CRACKER'S 1403 S. Commerence
Nr. 15 Mile, 624-6662: Mon-Sat.
Tues. dance lessons.
DIAMOND LOUNGE, 15350 Fenkel
(1 blk. east of Greenfield) 493-9635
Thurs. - Sun., D.J. Sweet Jerry.
.ELEPHANT DISCO, Livernois & Long

Lake Rd.,Troy, 879-6810. Disco
every night.
GIRAFFE, Raliegh House, 10 Mile &
Telegraph, Southfield, 353-4451.
GRAPEVINE LOUNGE. 13519 Joy
Rd. at Schaefer, 834-4342: Andy
Adams, Johnny Robert, Fast
Eddie D.J.'s.
GOLDEN COACH, 3O450 Van Dyke,
Warren, 573-7850. Open every
night except Sun.
GREEN'S PLAYROOM LOUNGE.
8121 Linwood, 896-4530, O.J.
The Rag Man on Mon., Thurs.,
and Sun.
LATIN QUARTER, Grand Blvd. at
Woodward, TR5-6600: Disco
every Wed.
THE LANDING, 25060 Southfield Rd.,
Southfield, 557-5035. Open seven
nights, cover charge of $5.00, including 2 drinks, dining upstairs.
MURPHY'S COCKTAIL LOUNGE,
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CKLW-FM, 93.9, country.
WMJC-FM, 94.7, magic radio/VO's
music.
864-8340. D.J. RappirT Roge
every night.
OCIES PARADISE LOUNGE, 8202

Fenkel I, 861-5111. Open every
night with D.J. Rappin' Rino.
OLIVER'S, 16360 Harper, nr. Whittier exit off 1-94, 881-7230. Disco
dancing to: CIRCUS.
ONE FLIGHT DOWN. Dix Hwy.. Melvindale, 383-1116.
POISON APPLE, 38418 Ford Rd.,
Westland. D.J. John, every night.
ROSE ROOM, Michigan Ave. at 24th,
894-1860. Wed.-Sun.. with Arthur
"Baby" Hughes.
SINDROME. Telegraph at Ford Rd.,
Dearborn Hts., Disco all week.
Instructions on Mon.
SUBWAY DISCO 525 W. Lafayette,
964-7938. Live disco bands and
D.J.'s Bob Grant and Brent Hudson.
UNCLE SAM'S, 14060 Telegraph at
Schoolcraft, Redford, 638-1645.
Dancing seven nights a week.

WLDM-FM, 96.5, middle of the road.
WJR-FM, 96.3, good listening.
WMZK-FM, 97.9, foreign language.
WBFG-FM, 98.7, 24 hour religious
stereo.
WABX-FM, 99.5, progressive rock.
WNIC-FM, 100.3, middle of the road.
WRIF-FM, 101.1, album rock.
WDET-FM, 101.9, public radio/community access.
WBRB-FM, 102.7, Mt. Clemens, adult
contemporary.
WMUZ-FM, 103.5, Christian radio.
WOMC-FM, 104.3, easy listening/Muzak, etc.
WJZZ-FM, 106.7, laid back jazz.
WWWW-FM, 106.7, albums mostly
rock, some jazz.
WGPR-FM, 107.5, Detroit's black r&b,
some jazz.
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Blackness
Unlimited
Inc.
Exquisitely Handwoven Belts and Pouches in Wool
from the Highlands of Bolivia.
Each is Unique. $10-15.

Wholesale
!
& Retail
Boutique Hems 'Pipes 'Posters
Blackhtes Art Greeting Cards
Decals 'Flags 'Fashions
Disco Whip . Key Chains
Zodiac Decals

Chester Vaughn (Pres.)
(313)366-0788

123 W. Washington, Ann Arbor, (313) 662-3681
Tuesday-Friday 12-9, Saturday 10-6

18563 Ryan Rd . Detroit, Ml 4823House of Zodiacs
Inside Gratiot Central Market
1429 Gratiot. Detroit. Mich 48207

RON ENGLISH
jazz band
sponsored by JUST JAZZ

Hf fit, sept. 24,9pm
^&

^v:;:^..:fv:^-,- T :...:, :;

r.:-^

s $2 50 at door in
University of Michigan Dearborn
4901 Evergreen, Dearborn, 48128
____________271-2300________

STARTIME Astrology 9am Earth News Sam & 3pm FEATURE LP» Sunday at
9pm INNERVIEW Sunday at 10pm The Way It'Went Down Sunday at 8pm
CONCERT CONNECTIONS complete concert haps Monday Wednesday and
Friday at noon & 5pm Ann Arbor Ypsi complete movie times JAZZ on the
NITE TRAIN 6 days a week midnite till 6am The 7 o'clock Specials NEW ERA
NEWS health food show and much much much more

Smo low
; > ; ! I *-»'
I'-}-•*
'. ,
.•'•'.'

THE
DISCO
DEALER
Open Everyday
Mon-Thurs 1:00 pm to 10:30 pm
Fri-Sat 1:00 pm to 11:30 pm

Sun 1:00 pm to 6:00 pm

Cutouts & Oldie LPsfrom $1.99
ALL NEW
SINGLE LP'S
Everyday

Albert King, "I Play The Blues"
Issac Hayes, "Hot Buttered Soul"
Truck Turner

Kcndncb's
Record
Shop
12828 Fenkcll • Phone 862-8555
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Giancana's Angle on the Feds

er Peninsula Life
Ruppe's request, showed that the Seafarer grid wires, originally said to be laid about five
miles apart and later to be four miles apart, would in fact be only three to three-and-ahalf miles apart.
"The Navy's lack of candor has, in my view, damaged their case beyond repair," Ruppe
wrote the governor. "There is simply no way given present scientific knowledge and circumstances that the Navy will ever convince the people of the Upper Peninsula of the dehe
sirability of locating the controversial system in their midst."
The congressman concluded that Seafarer, previously run out of both Wisconsin and
Texas when known as Sanguine, should not be located in the UP and asked Milliken to >
get rid of the Navy:
"There is no need to delay such a decision any longer. The
facts I have cited will remain even after the publication of all
scientific data next spring. The situation clearly dictates
that the Navy be asked to look elsewhere for a site
to construct the controversial project."
The governor has not responded.
wild-life reserves.
Meanwhile, Seafarer is becoming to the
The city, called Dodoma,
western UP what busing became to subwill lie in central Tanzania
urban Detroit. Ruppe's election oppoin a temperate climate a mile
nent in November, Democrat Fran
high. Tanzania will not allow highBrouillette, now speaks against
rise buildings to be built in Dodema
Seafarer, and so does long-time
because they are "sociologically unsound for families with children."
State Rep. Dominic Jacobetti
Violence continues in South Africa,
of Negaunee.
with whites in Cape Town now resorting to
Mike Cowdery, editor of
vigilante committees to combat rebelling colthe Pick & Axe, a weekly
oreds (the offical South African designation for
newspaper in Bessemer,
those with mixed racial backgrounds).
says the sentiment exWith the latest batch of violence from Cape Town,
pressed at the three pubSouth African authorities have stooped to arresting
lie hearings held Aug.
prominent black South African journalists, a possible
24 and 25 was oversignal that reports from within the country may be
whelmingly against
limited or censored if they haven't been already.
the project. Over
English-language newspapers are get400 people appearting a little nervous too, according to reed at the Iron Rivports. Out of the five recent arrests of black
er hearing, a large
journalists, only one man, David Rabkin,
turnout considerhas been brought before a court. Rabkin,
ing the sparse popof Cape Town's Argus, is being charged with
ulation of the
having conspired with the Pan-African Conarea.
gress and the Communist Party of South' Af"People are
rica.
getting motivatPacific News Service reports that the pered," says Cowsistent strikes and riots by black South Afridery. "There's
can workers have given rise to concern that
* a real scramble
I Oil Co. President
revolution may come from within the counaboard this antilam P. Tavoulareas
try rather than by guerrilla attacks from
Seafarer thing."
neighboring black countries, as was originally anticipated.
So far, active
A 20% unemployment rate for blacks, an economy
opponents are
slowly slipping into a recession due to declining gold
having no trouble
prices (a majority of South African blacks work the coun
keeping up public
try's mines), and curtailments of Ithe black trade union
interest on the submovement have made conditions within the country
ject. There's always
ripe for revolt.
the Navy's revised
The hijacking of a New York-to-Chicago jetlingrid location map,
er last week returned to the front pages a fight
for one thing.
for self-determination that-has been going on
The area covered by
ial since before WWI. The hijackers, who called
the proposed grid has
themselves Fighters for Free Croatia, may
expanded from its original
well be members of the infamous Ustashi
2,500 square miles to at
The Ustashi has long been active
least 4,000 square miles, apin terrorist activities in their fight
parently because the Laurentian
to free Croatia from the domShield is not as good an insulator
inance of Serbian ruled
as originally thought. This brings
Yugoslavia, o
the land covered by the grid up to
about 1% of the entire area of the state.
The new grid would conveniently
avoid an exclusive private development in
Marquette County known as the Huron Mountain
Club, and would also end abruptly at the eastern boundary of the Ottawa National Forest.
The national forest boundary has made for lively discussion,
with some people saying the Navy avoided it to escape the wrath of
national environmental groups, andothers saying it's a scheme for later expansion. They
speculate that approval to use the forest land once the grid is built would be a simple
bureaucratic matter between two federal agencies.
The Huron Mountain Club matter has brought forth all sorts of conspiracy charges
involving a Detroit-based business group called Operation Action UP, whose members
see the UP as ripe for commercial expansion. The members of the board are alleged to
be big contributors to the Milliken campaign fund. This is sometimes used to explain
Milliken's resistance to torpedo the project.
One Upper Peninsula wag recently suggested that the giant bog fire at the Seney National Wildlife Refuge, which the government at first allowed to bum unchecked, was a
plot to get rid of all the trees so they wouldn't get in the way of the antenna grid.
(continued on page 20)
te

SEXPIONAGE!
By Michael Castleman and Donald Freed

In the first weekly edition of The Sun an explosive new research project centering
on Sidney Korshak (called the brains behind organized crime) and on a political-sexual
blackmail operation which links Secretary of State Henry Kissinger with Korshak via
actress Jill St. John and crooner Frank Sinatra was revealed.
The Sun has received a preliminary draft of a soon-to-be-released book on politicalsexual blackmail operations dating from the early"* '60 's and will print excerpts from
the book regularly over the next several weeks. This week's installment, the first, centers on the late Chicago gangster Sam "Momo " Giancana, his ties through Judith Campbell to the Kennedy administration, and Giancana's leadership role in the attempted
ClA assassination of Cuban premier Fidel Castro.

"Sam Giancana was a big, big
man," Peter F. Vaira, head of the Justice Department's Organized Crime
Strike Force in Chicago, said at the
time of "Moe's" mysterious death by
a silenced .22 caliber bullet in June
1975.
Sam "Momo" Giancana began his
career on Chicago's tough west side
as a get-away driver for "Machine
Gun" Jake McCurn, one of the prime
suspects in the St. Valentine's Day
Massacre. Imprisoned at 15, Giancana
had a rap sheet of 51 arrests by the
time he was 20, three of them for
murder.
As a member of the Al Capone
organization, he rose in the "family
business" until his reach extended
into gambling, loan sharking, juke
boxes, hijacking and labor racketeering.
In 1957, Giancana's mob seized
control of much of the Chicago-based
crime empire from Tony "Big Tuna"
Accardo, who inherited it from Al
Capone.
Giancana's position as the Midwest's senior don interested the Justice Department no end. They bugged him and overheard "Moe" order
several murders. They moved in closer, staking out his Oak Park, 111. compound around the clock, and following him everywhere even around the
golf course.
The FBI snooping escalated to the
point that Giancana tried a different
gambit. He dispatched an aide to tell
the FBI that he wanted to confer directly with Robert Kennedy about
ending FBI surveillance. The aide
told the Bureau, "Moe says that if
Kennedy wants to talk, he should get
in touch with Frank Sinatra to set it
up."
"The Voice" had already introduced Giancana's friend Judith Campbell
to President John Kennedy, and they
had a "close, personal relationship,"
according to Campbell, for two years
-from February, 1960 to March,
1962. Campbell made 70 telephone
calls to Kennedy at the White House
from March 29,1961 to March 22,
1962, at least one of them from Oak
Park, Illinois, Giancana's home base.
The date of the last call was also
the day that J. Edgar Hoover had a
private luncheon with the President
to warn him of Judith Campbell's liaisons with Giancana and John Roselli
(who by the way had been sponsored
for membership in the exclusive
Friar's Club of Beverly Hills by Sinatra).
After this chat with the FBI Director, President Kennedy reportedly
terminated his affair with Judith
Campbell.
Sam Giancana, no doubt, felt frustrated that a man of his extraordinary
means and international connections
could not work some angle on the

federal government. So, when his old
friend Johnny Roselli broached the
CIA's idea to murder Castro, Giancana was probably overjoyed.
Killing Castro for the Agency
would certainly be sensitive enough
to quash any federal investigations
against him, probably forever. At the
same time, a leadership role in assassinating the Cuban premier could
only add to his wealth and prestige
within the National Crime Syndicate.
Giancana could not lose. Even if
Castro survived, he could still blackmail the government into leaving him
alone.
Giancana, Roselli, and former CIA
operative Robert Maheu (by then a
top Howard Hughes executive) set up
their "Assassination Central" in
Miami. Giancana assigned Richard
Cain to recruit assassins from Chicago's
growing Spanish-speaking community. Roselli coordinated plans with
Santo Trafficante, Jr., the Tampa-based former Havana casino operator and
reputed kingpin of the NCS's East
Coast narcotics traffic.
(Through Trafficante, the name
Jack Ruby drifts mysteriously close
to the Kennedy-Campbell-SinatraGiancana intrigue. Ruby grew up on
the same turf as Sam Giancana and
Sidney Korshak, the rough-and-tumble West Side of Chicago, where he
worked for the Capone organization
like they did.)
There were at least five attempts
to murder Castro, according to Senate
investigators, and they all failed to
hit the target. But Roselli and Giancana hit a different bullseye as a result
of their patriotism. They both used
their national security work to blackmail the federal government.
Sam Giancana kept his trump card
in the hole for a while. Called before
a federal grand jury in 1966, and moments before then-U.S. Attorney Edward Hanrahan.began questioning
him, Hanrahan received a telephone
call from Fred Vinson, Jr., head of
the Justice Department's criminal
division, who ordered him not to immunize Giancana. Hanrahan could
not believe it.
In the grand jury room Giancana
refused to answer questions, but since
he was not immunized he could not
be cited for contempt. Giancana
walked out of the courtroom a free
man, and later that day flew to Cuernavaca, Mexico where he lived in selfimposed exile until 1974.
Giancana was murdered on June
19, 1975, just days before he was
scheduled to testify before the Senate
Select Committee on Intelligence Activities about his role in the 1961 Castro murder plots. As the Los Angeles
Times said, the murder "may be the
most notable murder in the history
of organized crime."O
(Continued in next week's Sun.)
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(continued from page 19)
Magnuson thinks the Navy underestimated the concern of the UP public for
their land.
"What they don't understand is that
when you go into a rural community,
although the people are far apart, there's
nevertheless a spirit or tendency to resist
things being imposed on them from the
outside," he says.
'The Navy could probably come right
into Detroit and nobody would even think
about it because the people don't have a
closeness to the land."o
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Ford

(continued from cover)

The Motor City Weekly
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Feminist
Women's
Health Center
A NON-PROFIT
WOMEN CONTROLLED CLINIC

Free Pregnancy Testing
& Counseling

ABORTION

Fees Based On Income
Blue Cross Medicade Accepted
2445 W. Eight Mile Rd., Detroit.Mich. 48203

^

(313)892-7790

J

A Little Bit of Mexico,
Guatemala & Colombia
here in Ann Arbor

Distinctive Spring &
Summer Fashions
Airbrush Artwear
Everything in our store is handmade
Single & Double Hammocks from Mexico
It 5 worth the walk upstairs!
215 S. State St. (upstairs)
Ann Arbor 994-6059

talks at 9:45 a.m. Monday.
Woodcock made his statement at the
40th anniversary celebration of UAW Local 174, home local of Walter Reuther,
and then returned to the bargaining at
Ford World Headquarters in Dearborn at
4:30 p.m. Sunday.
He said Ford has not moved on two
key UAW demands: a reduction in work
time and pension supplements for retirees
whose pension checks have been reduced
by inflation.

Ford spokespersons have stated that
the 40-hour work-week has already been
cut to an average of 33 hours by vacations,
relief breaks, holidays, paid absences and
other time off.
Negotiators met at three levels Sunday
in hopes of working out a new agreement
for Ford's 170,000 hourly workers.
Separate groups met to discuss economic issues, such as wages and benefits; noneconomic issues as contract language; and
in subcommittee meetings. O

of the loan," she said.
Many Credit Union members say they
think it's unfair that such a large amount
of money was given to eight women who
they say used it for themselves and not all
the club members.
Critics of the $256,000 loan also say
that there wasn't money available for individual women who needed the money
for life's basics.'
The Credit Union now has been accused of being in cahoots with the new club
members in taking over the building.
But Lynn Meek denies flatly the charge
that the Credit Union is controlling the
operation of the facility, saying they just
have the mortgage and are attempting to
sell it.
She says she would like to see the
building remain in feminist hands, but
said they are obligated to sell it and will
sell it to the first buyer. The FWC has
possession of the building only until that
buyer comes along, Meek explained.
The sale of the building is in the hands
of realtor Virginia Jeffries. She reportedly is«a good friend of many club members.
"I would not support FEN in any way
now," said Meek. "They don't treat women as equals."
But one disgusted feminist says Meek
did attempt to offer aid to FEN recently.
She said Parrent showed up at the Credit
Union board meeting on September 4 and
attempted to make a deal with Valeric
Angers.
According to the source, Parrent suggested that the Credit Union give her
$8,000, absolve herself, Laura Brown and
Barbara Hoke of their loans, and pay the
utilities. The Credit Union could have the

building. The source said Meek and Angers liked the idea but were out-voted by
the rest of the board.
The charge has been flatly denied by
Meek and Angers, however.
The source also told The Sun that
Brown, Parrent and Hoke were unhappy
because their deal didn't go through and
loaded three rented semi-trailers on September 7 with all kinds of equipment from

Mao

Salesperson "Seafarer"
Wanted
Advertising S;ilos Person
VN anted to handle established ;nul new accounts.
I.\perience preferred but
not required.
Must be
\\illinu lo work to earn
lopSSSS. Call 9M-3555.

(continued from page 6)
"Mao's death has been anticipated for
a long time, but no general provisions for
dealing with it have been made public,"
Dr. T.F. Mayer-Oakes, Chinese historian
at Wayne State University, said last week.
"Chou En-lai could have replaced Mao if
he had outlived him, but none of the current leadership group could," he added.
Prof. Alien Whiting, an associate with
the UM's Center for Chinese Studies, believes that for the time being there will be
a tense collective with factions maneuvering for power.

Whiting predicted that a central figure
will eventually emerge but that it will be
someone new and that the power struggle
will take five years to runjts course.
Whatever the result, China is not likely
to collapse, as John Service, a U.S. diplo. mat who knew Mao during the revolution,
recently noted.
"I don't expect China to fall apart.
There has been government there without
his active leadership," Service said.
The world, and especially its progressive sectors, will long mourn the loss of
one of the most brilliantly successful revolutionists of modern times.
As our Chinese friends say, "long live
Chairman Mao. And long live the victory
of the Chinese people."o

"we are a long, long way apart and it does
not look good."
The contract talks went into the
traditional around-the-clock bargaining
sessions as the deadline neared, with talks
continuing through Sunday. Bargainers
recessed at 6:30 p.m. Sunday and resumed

Feminists
(continued from page 3)
Joanne Parrent, and the two women lived
together for a number of years.
Why did the Credit Union support
FEN in the beginning and then suddenly oppose FEN members as false feminists?
(The Credit Union pulled out of the club
after only two days in operation.)
Angers claims she had no idea that
FEN was going to take complete control
of the building and not allow the other
members to fully participate. She claims
FEN changed overnight.
FEN members disagree, however, and
claim that the split resulted because FEN
wanted to branch out with the Credit
Union to 13 other mid western states, a
move it says was strongly protested by the
Ann Arbor FWCU branch.
But both Meek and Angers deny that
charge, saying the Credit Union was all
for expansion, and they called FEN liars.
And then there are the feminists who
blame the Credit Union for loaning the
money for the purchase of the building in
the first place.
Eight women were loaned a total of
$256,000 to buy the building. Of that
money, 5200,000 was borrowed by the
FWCU from the Michigan Credit Union
League. The FWCU is paying the MCUL
7'/2% on its loan, while collecting 12%
from .the eight women.
"Earnings of only 4'A%," said one disgusted Credit Union member. "Over a
ten-year period, the small return will not
keep up with the inflation and expenses

watcrb€ds

Snakes • Couches -Mushrooms etc.» Foam
Filled Furniture • Designer Tables • Custom
Made & California Upholstery, Naugahyde,
Fur & Velvet • Frames in Wood.
Heaters & Accessories
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the club. Other club members say they
have no knowledge of this.
The source also accuses one of the
three of turning off the freezer system
that same date and ruining fifty pounds of
food.
The trio reportedly have left the state
for either Baltimore, Denver or Oakland,
California.
What is going to happen to FEN? Attorney Sinai says he isn't sure just yet,
but they will be taking some action on
whether or not they'll remain in business
within the next few weeks.
The FWCC, formerly the Detroit Women's City Club, was designed in 1924 and
was built by wealthy Detroit women. It's
located at 2110 Park in downtown Detroit
and has six spacious floors.
The information booth and a boutique
shop are located on the ground floor.
There's a bar on the second floor; a public cafeteria; accommodations for a health
care center; and two floors of hotel rooms.
"We hope to open up the sixth floor to
men and women," says president Fast.
There's also an Olympic size swimming
pool and meeting rooms.
Right now there are only about 300
members, and the new management is urging women to join. "It's a good escape
place," says Fast, "a place where women
can get together and enjoy themselves."
Membership is $100 a-year.
The group has several activities planned
for the coming month, including a rape
conference and crime prevention seminar
and six-week classes in plant care, yoga,
astrology, and other popular topics, o
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CLASSIFIEDS •>
Announcements
ATTENTION HEADS OF STUDENT BODIES: Kalamazoo,
Mt. Pleasant, E. Lanslng, Grand
Rapids, Jackson, Flint; We
want community news, college
concerts, poetry meetings,
events, club Info, disco, free
things to do. Include us on
your mailing lists, or call Barbara Quarles, Calendar Editor,
Detroit Sun, 961-3555.

Books
RECON, September issue includes: Army Builds Nerve
Gas Plant Without Congressional Funding, Interview with
Chairman of Dutch Gl Union,
Survey to Determine If Gl's
Will Fight In Next War. and
much more. Send 50t per
copy to RECON, P.O. Box
14602, Phila., PA 19134.

For Sale
AVAILABLE
Why drive miles to work or
school? We offer studio, one &
two bedroom apartments In
Detroit's finest areas minutes
from Wayne State, u of D law
and dental schools, downtown,
Renaissance & Medical centers.
Most apartments include swimming pool, tennis courts, security guard, wall to wall carpet or
varnished floors, parking lots,
laundry rooms, etc. $90 to
$200 many Include a fireplace.
Higgins Mgt. Co., 9149 E. Jefferson, 824-8010.
ASHER

The toker for the serious smoker. Chrome over solid brass.
Works great, lasts forever.
$2.00 from Asher Mfg. Co.,
4436 Berkshire Rd., Royal Oak,
Mich. 48072.

THIS SPACE FOR SALE!

Country Property
FARM FOR SALE
An unusual 40 acre farm. Presently self-sufficient through
mail order business and farming. 2 bdrm. house with sauna
and greenhouse. Excellent
barn with insul. apt. Other
good out bldgs. Lots of prlvacvacy. Stockbridge area. Call
evenings 517-851-8321.

Dushun Johnson
No. 128510
P.O. Box E
Jackson, Ml 49204

attractive in dress and o-meanor. SUN CLASSIFIED Box 54.
White male, 25, attractive, professional, seeks dominant women to 45. I have my time
free and can be generous. Send
photo If available. SUN CLASSIFIED Box 56.

Felix Tate
No. 91927
P.O. Box E
Jackson, Ml 49204
Richard Banks
No. 144107
P.O. Box E
Jackson, Ml 49204

White, widowed, Dearborn business man 49, S'10" wishes to
meet attractive female, for fun
loving relationship. Sincere.
SUN CLASSIFIED Box 55.

Donald Evans
No. 141975
P.O. Box 69
London, Ohio 43140

White male looking for lady
friend. I am 5'6" tall, blonde,
blue eyes, between ages of 1823. Resulting good relationship. SUN classified Box 51.

Clarence Harrison
No. 144503
Box E
Jackson, Ml 49204

Personals

Penned Pals
Contact with people on the outside can help make a prisoner's
stint more bearable. Listed are
names of some of those who
seek this communication.

To respond to a box number in
any section of Sun Classifieds,
please address your envelope
to Classified Box No., The Leland House Hotel, Suite 202,'
400 Bagley, Detroit, 48226.

Thomas Wilson

No. 116400 '

Black male looking for lady
friend for dining companion
and theater dates, preferably

P.O. Box E
Jackson, Michigan 49204

A DOCTOR'S ORIGINAL FORMULA
ENDS AND SOOTHES

HEMORRHOID PAINS
OR YOUR MONEY BACK!

"Story of O" club invites you
to explore your wildest fantasies. Men and women both submissive and dominant. SUN
CLASSIFIED Box 58.
White male slave, 26, seeks
dominant mistress to serve.
No T.V.s, or transexuals. Michelle. SUN CLASSIFIEDS
Box 59.

Services

Friends & Lovers singles correspondence service wants you!
If you're single, between 21 &
50, and you want to meet new
people without leaving your
house, join us! Membership $6.
For details, questionnaire, send
$3 money order to K. Smith,
P.O. Box 89, Detroit 48231.
(No personal checks) Allow
3-4 weeks.
'

Rob Erwin
No. 138722
P.O. Box E
Jackson, Ml 49204

Submissive lady wanted to
serve attractive, moneyed master. Any race or age, but prefer pretty, well built. SUN
CLASSIFIED Box 57.

Female(s) sought to share luxurious Sherwood Forest home
with interesting European photojournallst (29 yrs; 5'IQ"; 150
Ibs). Share costs, chores, affection. Only open-minded, Intelligent, attractive, non-smoking
vegetarians (18-24) need apply.
Send letter with phone and
photo to The Sun Box No. 53.

Classified deadlines are 5 pm
every Friday.
Stop smoking, lose weight,
other self-Improvements.
Huron Valley Hypnosis Center,
;336>/z S. State St. on the diag
in Ann Arbor, call 662-1139
anytime.

Sister Martin Spiritual
Card and Palm Reader
... on all problems of life. She
will help the sick, lift bad luck.
She has ha I pea many In Canada
and U.S.A. She has been on
TV and radio, she Is guaranteed
to help. Consult Sister Martin
today. Phone 1-519-252-4016,
Windsor, Ontario, everyone
welcome.

Classified deadlines are 5 pm
every other Friday. Take steps
to sell those unused, unwanted
items around your home or office. CALL SUN CLASSIFIEDS
961-3555.
Professional Artist 8 years
experience.
Teaching Arts & Crafts class every
Saturday (1:00)/
Ages 5-12.
5472 Ohio St. (N.W.) Det., Mich.

Travel
TRAVEL
THE CHOSEN FEW TRAVEL
CLUB desires members to participate in a group of world
travelers. Discount rates. Free
services. Write P.O. Box 03018,
Highland Park, Ml 48203.

GURDJIEFF-OUSPENSKY
CENTER

Wanted

Now accepting students

855-2883_______
CB SLANG DICTIONARY
The authentic one. $3.00 postpaid. L. Martin wright, Box
05035, Detroit, Ml 48205.

Advertising Sales Person Wanted
to handle established and new
accounts. Experience preferred
but not required. Must be willing to work to earn top $$$$.
Call 961-3555, 9 am to 5 pm.

RATES:
Non-commercial classifieds:

Commercial classifieds:

(individuals)
$.10/word; $3.00 minimum
$1.00/headline (all bold caps: 18 characters in 8 point type; 10 characters
in 10 point type).
$.25 for each capitalized word In any
other line.

(businesses; if you charge a fee for any
type of service)
$.20/word; $3.00 minimum
$2.00/headline
$.50 for each capitalized word in any
other line
50% discount for non-profit organizations

Phone numbers, prices, numbers count as one word.
Discounts available upon request for ads placed in 4 or more consecutive issues.

DEADLINES:
Stop itching and burning from painful
hemorrhoidal conditions, daily use with our
special ointment will let you lead a natural
wholesome life. Simply apply twice daily
for positive guaranteed results. Relieves and
heals painful hemorrhoid and piles discomforts forever.

1 Year's Supply
/ Used successfully by men and women everywhere to
relieve the pain, itching, and burning of problem hemorrhoids. Contains lanolin and resorcin for softening and
healing. Try it for 10 days, return unused portion for
complete refund if not completely satisfied. .

Deadlines for classifieds are every Friday at 5 pm before the issue's following Friday publication day.
No refunds for cancellations past Friday at 5 pm. All claims for errors must be made-withln 7 days from date of publication.

PERSONALS:
We discourage the use of phone numbers, addresses or last names in personals. U.S. Post
Office boxes are acceptable. SUN Box Numbers are available for $1.00 extra each issue the ad
is published. SUN Box Mail is held for 4 weeks from the last date the ad is published. Box
Mail can be picked up at The SUN, weekdays 9:30 AM to 5 PM. Mail can be forwarded upon
request In a large, self-addressed, stamped envelope.
To reply to a SUN box number, address your envelope to The SUN, Classified Box
, The
Leland House Hotel, Suite 202, 400 Bagley, Detroit, Michigan 48226.

TO PLACE AN AD:

$495
Post
Paid

Ads can be mailed to the Detroit Sun, Classified Ad Dept., P.O. Box 1898, Detroit, Michigan
48231 j or dropped off at the Sun Office.
All ads must be prepaid with a check or money order.
Date of Insertion

Clip And Mail To:
Please send me

THE SILVERMAN COMPANY
1208 Praetorian Building
Dallas, Texas 75201
jars of your Doctors Formula Medication at $4.95 (Texas

Residents add 5% Sales Tax).

HEADLINE (if any)

PLEASE SPECIFY

See

8 pt.

10 pt.

I am enclosing $_
7
8
9
10
11
12
Leave Space Between Words

Name____________________;________

I

Category

Add ress___________________________
City

State.

13

14

15

16

17

18

Zip.

Bill (Black Belt) fcotftf
For the Ultimate of Motoring Luxury
Rates

Regular

'Commercial

Amount

words........ $ .10each;$3minimum.$ .20each;$3minimum....
headline ...... $1.00

.............. $2.00. ...................

capitalized words $ .25

.............. $ .50. ...................

Box Number ... $1.00 ....:......... $1.00 ...................
No. times to run ______
Name

TOTAL PAYABLE IN ADVANCE $

Phone

Address __________

LINCOLN MERCURY SALES, INC

12740GRATIOTAVE.

Please Enclose Check or Money Order with Ad Form
Mail To: The Detroit Sun
Classified Ad Dept.
The Detroit Leland House, Suite 202
400 Bagley
Detroit, Michigan 48226
*50% Discount Available for Non-Profit Organizations

Zip,
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STUDENTS
Indian Village

a non-profit
corporation

E. Jefferson^ area offering security and convenience. Locations near
shopping, parks, and major bus routes. Minutes from downtown, Wayne
State, U of D main, law & dental schools.
No lease. Units from 90 to 250 dollars.

Birth Control Information . Free Accurate Pregnancy Tests
Family Planning • Pregnancy Termination

Higgins Management Co.
9W9 E. Jefferson, Detroit, Mich. 48214
(313)824-8010

~

Answers from people who care

~

trained counselors

476-2772

(Feel Free to Call Collect if Necessary)

new women's center

PREGNANT

Center for Women

\buR REpRoduciivE Lift
Is YOUR

13345W. McNichols
specializing in

Free Counseling (no effect on low medical fee)
Free Pregnancy Test (or $6. at Independent Lab)
3 Hour Clinic Stay
Medicaid Still Accepted

abortion assistances
(until 14 weeks)

birth control
Free Pregnancy Tests
Call 24 hour phone

Because we are not non-profit, we aim for personalized attention and a high
comfort atmosphere at the same low "non-profit" fees.
DETROIT ABORTIONS
Pioneers iiUhe Field of Abortion

861-8900
"Your Needs Arc Our Concern "

I884-4000I

Lelaiid House
Detroit's Finest Apartment Hotel
and home of the SUN (Suite 202|

Attractive Rooms
Reasonably Priced
Daily, weekly, monthly or yearly leases
on furnished or semi-furnished studios.
One bedroom, two bedroom,
two bedroom deluxe suites;
all accommodations with kitchenettes
and air conditioning.
Ballrooms available for parties, weddings,
concerts, theatre groups, etc.
Space available for business offices,
training sessions, meetings.
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Convenient Features

Nightlife
Dirty Helen's Saloon and Show Bar
for dancing and live music
Carriage Club
Hideaway Bar
with entertainment nightly

Recreation
/
Sauna & steam baths equipped with
gym & massage room
^Outdoor pool & patio bar
Game room
TV-lounge

Prime Location

Mini Market, 24 hour coffee shop,
Japanese restaurant
24 hour security
Laundromat
24 hour switchboard
,
Florist
Hair salons
Available parking; car rental

Within minutes drive from Cobo Hall,
Ford Auditorium, Fisher Theatre,
Music Hall, Masonic Auditorium,
Tiger Stadium, Olympia and many
exciting clubs, restaurants, movies
& museums.

4OO Ba^kv Detroit Michigan
(313)96223OO

Downtown Detroit: An Exciting Place To Live!
Page 22
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We will reach the Autumn Equinox this
year on September 22nd, when the Sun
moves into the sign of Libra. This signifies
the official end of summer and the beginning of autumn. It is worshipped as one of
the eight most ancient holy times of the year.
The next Full Moon culminates at midnight between October 7th and 8th. It is
in Aries this time the fire sign of headfirst impetuosity, impatience, and determination to be on the move.
ARIES (March 20-April 18)You are imaginative and have
many high goals in mind. Discipline your energy into concrete work and
don't let emotional sensitivity destroy
your possibilities.
TAURUS (April 19-May 19)Much is open to you now, though
you are vulnerable to emotional
response. The end of September is intense
as you try to achieve success, and the beginning of October brings much communication and opportunity to clean up
details.

By Genie Parker

LEO (July 22-August 21)-Your
imagination and creative ability
are strong, but so is your tendency to be lazy and self-satisfied. Don't
delude yourself into thinking you're getting things done when you are not you'll
be very disappointed if you do.
VIRGO(August22-September 21)

The end of September and beginning of October bring a lot of
possibilities, but they can be out of reach
if you let your thoughts get caught in detail and let your imagination get out of

hand. Aim high, but don't miss any steps
on the ladder.
LIBRA (September 22-October

22) A very pointed time for
you. Your feelings are strong and
you're involved in a lot of activity and
thought. If you can curb your emotions
and recognize opportunities as they come,
this can also be a very prosperous time.
SCORPIO (October 23-November 20) Frustration may be
the result of strong
desires and the

By V.K. Harrington
O THE PISTONS O

Not since Bob Lanier stepped out of St. Bonaventure have
Detroit Piston fans had so much to
look forward to as the coming basketball
season.
GEMINI
The Piston brass for years has proven it(May 20-June20)
self faulty and incapable of drafting top-flight
You may feel
college players who could step into the starting
like you've been overwhelmed
line-up and provide the sparkplug they've so desin September, and October
perately needed.
doesn't bring much relief.
Detroit management has selected the likes of Bob
Continue to let other
Nash, Al Eberhard and Walter Luckett
people handle details
as number-one draft picks over the past
three years. Only Eberhard, the bulldog
whenever possible, and
forward from Missouri, has made the
use this time to get your
slightest contribution toward Piston imthoughts organized.
provement.
CANCER
This year, however, a combination of
(June21-)uly
events have made the Pistons the envy of
the league. With the American Basketball
21)- Your
thoughts may get more
Association going under, Piston heads finally used sound
judgment and foresight in acquiring two legitimate stars tocon fused, leaving communication a real chaljoin their roster. Marvin Barnes, the tall, muscular, consistent
power forward from St. Louis, joins M.L. Carr, the defensive
lenge. Your responses
wizard so desperately sought by the Boston Celtics.
are too emotional
Those two gems, along with Leon Douglas, Detroit's No.
and useless unless you
1 collegiate pick from Alabama, have coach Herb Brown,
concentrate on things
owner Oscar Feldman and the city of Detroit waiting in
outside your own wishes
anticipation for the opening tipoff at Cobo Hall.
The acquisition of these specimens make Phil Sellers,
Chris Ford, John Mengelt, George Trapp, Terry Thomas
and Al Eberhard expendable. With this host of talent
on the trading block, the Pistons stand yet another
chance of attaining the services of a proven NBA
I can never figure out
back-court man like the slick Norm Van Lier to acthe people who just won't
company Kevin Porter and Eric Money.
go to McDonald's. The
Blessed with 6'10" Marvin Barnes and 6'7"
two all- sauce patties, special
Curtis Rowe on the flanks of 6'11" center Bob
buns, etc. thing always seemed
Lanier, the Pistons' front line is second to
ok to me. And I've never heard
none.
a bad word about a golden brown
The personnel on Detroit's bench
french fry. It is a bit tough to argue with
is equally unmatched throughout
a potato.
the league. Waiting in the
And I discovered that an Egg McMuffin
wings are Leon Douglas,
is the perfect way to top off a morning apM.L. Carr, and Howard
pointment at the unemployment office.
___
"The Geezer"
~^^^^^
Come to think of it, I haven't had one
crepes
since the benefits ran out. Just wouldn't
place opening near
be the same now.
Somerset Mall in Troy.
For awhile I was going through bad
And some other people are plantimes (someone explained that the moon
ning to start a quickie Chinese place in
was messing up my water sign, causing tidone of the west side malls (tentative name;
al waves in my head, or something like
Chinese Charlie's).
that) and I stayed away, feeling that I realIt's about time to get back to our roots
ly didn't deserve a break today.
White Castle. None of this golden arches
When I was a kid, back when they were
stuff for them. ] ust a little white-tiled
still dealing in the first couple billion burcastle with a parking lot. You can't miss
gers and the arches weren't so close togethit. Gleams in the sunlight.

Porter.
Word also has it that Cornelius Cash from Bowling Green is

appearance of many obstacles along the
way. View these next weeks as a challenge
to see how much you can learn; you can
accomplish much if you are determined.
SAGITTARIUS (November 21- .
December 20) You move forward the most when you concentrate on organization and detail. It won't
be as hard as it may have been, so you
can let your imagination develop even
more possibilities for the future during
this time.
CAPRICORN (December 21January 20) You get some relief
of personal tension towards the
end of September, but your emotions are
still strong and get in the way of business
sometimes. Communication is very important to you and will be easier during the
beginning of October take advantage of
it to get some help with your plans.

AQUARIUS (January
doing it all on the west coast and is
21-February 18)
ready to make his bid to join the Detroit
It can be harder
organization.
to focus your attention
This assembly of talented and experienced
now unless you concentrate
front-line players have the size, strength, speed,
and weed out unnecessary
power and depth that most NBA coaches can only
or frivolous thoughts. This
dream of.
can be a very prosperous
The new deals, combined with Detroit's establishtime for you when you
ed stars, gives the Piston organization an array of talent
involve a lot of people
that could make them legitimate contenders for
basketball's most coveted award.
in your plans and pay
The only question remaining is whether
attention to detail.
Coach Herb Brown is capable of molding,
synchronizing and guiding this magnificent
PISCES
machine toward bringing the NBA crown
(February
to the friendly confines of Cobo Hall.
19-March 19)
O THE RED WINGS O
Immediate business is not as easy
Red Wings owner Bruce Norris and general
as letting your mind
manager Alex Delvecchio are once again trying to con Detroit's
hockey fans into believing that it will take only another year
develop ideas for the
of their patience and money to put together a Stanley Cupfuture. This is not
bad as long as you
caliber team.
The elusive coach who will replace Billy Dea will supposedget the help you
ly become available next seaso/i, and until that time Red
need to attend to
Wing fans are expected to fill Olympia, pay exhorbitant salthe details involved
aries and be complacent with a loser again.
now and later. O
Let it be known that one of hockey's sharpest minds,
Emile Francis, formerly of the New York Rangers, slipped
between the Red Wings' fingers at the close of last season.

SPORTS

WITH VINCE

er, mom would drive me to the Mac's as a
reward for being good. The association
never quite wore off.

The fast food business has come a long
way since then, of course. I rarely pass
up the opportunity to stop at an Arby's
roast beef place. They've got something
called "horsey sauce," which I think is
addicting. But now there's a fast food

September 17,1976

OTENNISO

The blond bomber from Sweden, Bjorn Borg, defeated Hie "Nasty" Nastase of Rumania in consecuing to drop acid in his
tive sets at the U.S. Open. To the delight of the
spinach.
spectators, Borg, "the heart throb of millions
I've turned down some great
humbled Nastase in convincing fashion, 6-3,
deals on watches and leather
6-3, 6-4. Jimmy Connors, who was at the
coats, too. And there was the
match with Miss World, Marjorie Wallace,
time some guy behind me got into
faced Borg in Sunday's $30,000 finals.
a serious discussion with the security
Connors put Bjorn Borg
guard about sawed-off shotguns.
away in 3 hours and 10 minBut in spite of it all, the place mainutes to walk away with the
tains a certain sense of sanctuary from
U.S. Open title of
the rigors of city life; I'm never worried
1976. O
about getting ripped off.
The place is open all night, the hamreally don't
burgers are only 18 cents and they always
consider what
give you enough napkins. A good meal is
four little burger buddies, fries and a
they sell to be food at
shake.
all. It's fust stuff that fills up
They also give you things to read while
space1 in my stomach. I go there for the
you eat. Actually, they're just cards to
social experience.
keep the bags from collapsing (Mac's
There's always somebody interesting
doesn't even have them), but they're alto meet. Once it was a drunk off-duty
ways interesting.
cop who wanted to straighten up before
My favorite of them all (I collect them,
going back to work.
by the way) is the one explaining that the
Another time it was a poor slob who
holes in the burgers are a WC bonus:
wanted a hamburger and said he'd pay me
My favorite is the Castle at Woodward
"Every once in a while someone asks why
back Tuesday-an aging Popeye freak. I
and Temple, and then only late at night.
White Castle all-beef patties have holes in
finally got him the thing, but he never did
Don't get me wrong. I'm not going to
them. The answer is so the U.S.-inspected
pay me back. Next time I see him I'm gotell you how great the food is. In fact, I
meat will cook quickly and uniformly to
By Dennis Rosenblum
keep all its flavor and nutritional values.. .
In fact, the holes cost extra. .." Like
mom said, you learn something new every
day.o
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